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Abstract

In this work, techniques were developed and used to study the properties of molecules on a single-
molecule level. Single-molecule techniques have the major advantage, that in contrast to ensemble mea-
surements, they allow a detailed insight on the distribution and dynamics of single molecules without
averaging over subpopulations. The use of Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM)
in combination with single-pair Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (spFRET) and Alternating Laser Ex-
citation (ALEX) allows the identification of molecular-states by making quantitative measurements of
distances in the Ångström range. The development of highly sensitive photon detectors and the use of
versatile labeling techniques with photostable (synthetic or genetically-encoded) fluorophores, extended
the application of TIRF microscopy to in vitro and live-cell experiments. Despite reducing the com-
plexity of biological systems down to the single-molecule level, functions of individual molecules and
interactions between them can be very sophisticated and challenging to analyze. Using information the-
ory based methods, e.g. HMM, the dynamics extracted from single-molecule data was used to illuminate
protein interactions and functions.

The highly regulated process of gene transcription plays a central role in living organisms. The TATA-
box Binding Protein (TBP) is a Transcription Factor (TF) that mediates the formation of the Pre-Initiation
Complex (PIC). The lifetime of TBP at the promoter site is controlled by the Modulator of transcription
1 (Mot1), an essential TBP-associated ATPase involved in repression and in activation of transcription.
Based on ensemble measurements, various models for the mechanism of Mot1 have been proposed.
However, little is known about how Mot1 liberates TBP from DNA. Using TIRF microscopy, the con-
formation and interaction of Mot1 with the TBP/DNA complex were monitored by spFRET. In contrast
to the current understanding of how Mot1 works, Mot1 bound to the TBP/DNA complex is not able to
directly disrupt the TBP/DNA complexes by ATP hydrolysis. Instead, Mot1’s ATPase activity induces
a conformational change in the complex. The nature of this changed, "primed", conformation is the
change of the bending dynamics of the DNA. The results presented in this work suggest a model in
which this primed conformation is a destabilized TBP/DNA complex. The interaction with an additional
Mot1 molecule is required in order to liberate TBP from DNA. The effect of Mot1 on the DNA dynam-
ics is TBP binding orientation specific. Mot1 effects on the DNA bending dynamics are strongest for
molecules where TBP is bound in the inverted binding orientation. The specificity of Mot1’s regulation
of DNA bending dynamics suggests that Mot1 preferably "primes" TBP bound in the inverted binding
orientation. The mechanistic insight into the interaction of Mot1 with the TBP/DNA complex serves as
a framework for understanding the role of Mot1 in gene up- and down-regulation.

In a second project, the same single-molecule techniques were used to fabricate and evaluate self-
assembled optically controllable, nanodevices. Based on the specificity of Watson-Crick base pairing,
DNA was used as a scaffold to position different fluorophores with nanometer accuracy. The function-
ality of these nanodevices was expanded by making them optically addressable by incorporation of the
switchable fluorescent protein Dronpa. Two functions have been demonstrated: Signal enhancement
using Optical Lock-In Detection (OLID) and pH sensing in a live-cell environment.
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1. Fluorescence

1.1. Fundamentals

Whenever a molecule is exposed to light, there is a finite probability that this molecule will absorb the
energy equivalent of the photon. This absorbed energy can drive molecular vibrations which in turn
are converted into kinetic energy in form of heat. Alternatively, the absorbed energy can be radiatively
released in the form of photons. A specific class of molecules, called fluorophores, are highly effective in
radiative dissipation of the energy in the form of photons after they have been excited into their excited
singlet states1 by a process called fluorescence. This absorption and emission process is governed by
the electromagnetic nature of light, the structure of the molecules involved and their environment 1.1.
(Fluorophores) are able to absorb the energy of photons E = hν by using the photon’s energy to induce
an electronic transition. The probability P of a transition between two state is given by the overlap
integral:

P = 〈ψf |µ|ψi〉 , (1.1)

where µ is the dipole operator, ψi and ψf are the overall wavefunctions for the initial and finale state,
respectively. The overall wave functions are the product of the vibrational, electronic and spin wave-
functions. The electron configuration of the final state, compared to the initial state, can be shifted in
respect to the equilibrium position of the nuclei. Since the electronic transition is fast compared to the
nuclei movement, the Franck-Condon principle approximates that an electronic transition occurs with-
out changes in the nuclei position. As a result, the contribution from the vibrational wavefunction in the
overlap integral favor electronic transitions from the ground state S0 to one of the vibrational energy lev-
els of the exited states S1,2. The exited state readily relaxes to the lowest vibrational level of S1 through
vibrational relaxation 2 and in turn looses some of its excitation energy. The vibrational ground state
of S1 is the starting point for different deexciation pathways (e.g. FRET) of which fluorescence is the
only radiative one. Since some of the excitation energy is lost by the vibrational relaxation, the energy
liberated by the transition from S1 to S0 is lower than the energy provided by the absorbed photon. This
phenomena is called Stokes shift [2] (Figure 1.1). This spectral shift allows separation of excitation from
emission with optical spectral filters.

1If the exited state is a triplet state (parallel paired electron spins) the lifetime of the exited state is in the order of 1× 100 s to
1× 103 s due to violation of the δS = 0 selection rule. This process is called phosphorescence.

2The rate for vibrational relaxation is approximately one order of magnitude faster than the rate for fluorescence. Hence,
fluorescence takes place from the vibrational ground sate of S1 and the emission spectrum is independent from the excitation
wavelength (Kasha Rule [1]).
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Figure 1.1.: Jablonski diagram. A: Absorption of an photon induces electronic transition into an vibrational ex-
cited state. After internal conversion the electron transfers to the vibrational ground state of S1 from where
it can return to S0 through fluorescence or to the triplet state T1 through intersystem crossing. The radia-
tive transition from T1 to S0 is called phosphorescence. B: Absorption and fluorescence emission spectra
illustrating the Stokes shift.

The transition from S1 to the triplet state T1 state does not conserve the spin. This transition requires a
inversion of the electrons spin and is possible through spin-orbital interactions [3]. Due to the nature of
those interactions the lifetime of triplet state is generally higher than the lifetime of singles states.

Besides absorption, excitation and emission of fluorophores, there are three other characterizing proper-
ties:

• The absorption coefficient ε is a measure of the probability that a photon will be absorbed.

• The quantum yield Φ is the efficiency of emitting a photon after absorbing.

• The fluorescence lifetime τ is the average time a molecule spends in the excited state.

The probability of absorbing and incident photon is fluorophore specific and can be quantified by the
Absorption A with the dimensionless units OD. The strength ob Absorption A can be described by the
ratio of incident light Iincident to transmitted light Itransmitted as given by

A = log10

Iincident
Itransmitted

. (1.2)

The AbsorbtionA [OD] is proportional to the extinction coefficient ε [mol−1], the concentration c [mol]
and the path length l [cm]. This relationship is known as the Beer-Lambert law,

A = εcl. (1.3)

In the absence of any nonradiative decays pathways the lifetime is called the natural lifetime τn or
intrinsic lifetime and is inversly proportional to the radiative decay rate kfl
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τn =
1

kfl
. (1.4)

Due to the inevitable presence of non radiative pathways under normal measurement conditions, the
measured fluorescence lifetime τ will be reduced 3. Those other non radiative pathway knr directly
competes with the radiative decay rate as given by

τ =
1

kfl +
∑
knr

. (1.5)

Any non radiative transition of the excited state energy will decrease the number of photons emitted
through fluorescence and in turn the quantum yield as given by

Φ =
Number of emitted photons

Number of absorbed photons
=

kfl
kfl + knr

. (1.6)

Due to the quantum mechanical nature of electronic transitions, the transitions do not occur instanta-
neous, synchronized or at fixed determined times but stochastic. As a result, the fluorescence intensity of
an ensemble of molecules as a function of time F (t) after termination of excitation at time point t = 0
will decay continuously to 0. One general expression to quantify the mean time of an decay from any
given function F (t) is given by:

τ =

∫∞
0 F (t) t dt∫∞
0 I(t) dt

. (1.7)

For an ensemble of fluorophores with a constant probability for photon emission, the decay of fluores-
cence intensity I(t) with an initial fluorescence intensity of I(0) = I0 follows a first order rate equation
with the rate constant k = 1

τ :

I(t) = I0 exp−kt (1.8)

1.2. Fluorescence Anisotropy

The absorption of an incident photon as well as fluorescence emission are governed by coupling between
the dipole of the molecule with the electric field of the photon. Based on the molecular structure, fluo-

3There are conditions where the lifetime can be prolonged such as low temperature or bimolecular interactions.
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rophores have an transition moment spatially aligned relative to their molecular axis. The strength and
in turn the probability of electromagnetic coupling between the electric vector of the exciting photon
and the transition moment of the fluorophore depend on their relative angle between them4. In solution
experiments, the orientations of the fluorophores are randomly distributed, and an averaged relative ori-
entation factor is used. The probability of photon absorption is the highest when the electronic dipole
of the fluorophore is parallel to the electric field. The polarization of the emitted photon is determined
by the orientation of the transition moment at the instant of emission and in turn the orientation of the
molecule at that moment. The correlation of the polarizations between the incident and emitted photons
can be quantified by the fluorescence anisotropy and defined as:

r =
I‖ − I⊥
I‖ + 2I⊥

, (1.9)

where I‖ and I⊥ are the intensities of the fluorescence emission detected with parallel and perpendicular
polarization relative to the excitation light5.

The time between photon absorption and emission, the fluorescence lifetime, determines the time during
which the molecule rotates before fluorescence is emitted. Together with a measure of the rotational
diffusion Θ, the Fluorescence Anisotropy r is given as:

r =
r0

1 + τ
Θ

, (1.10)

where r0 is the fundamental anisotropy (without rotational diffusion) and τ the lifetime. The rotational
correlation time Θ can be used to gain information about the hydrodynamic volume V of the molecule
itself in an environment with given viscosity η and temperature T :

Θ =
ηV

RT
(1.11)

In the case where proteins are labeled with synthetic fluorophores6 consideration needs to be given to
the influence of linkers. The time resolved anisotropy can display an initially high anisotropy with a fast
decay due to the flexibility of the linker. This fast decay is due to the flexibility of the linker connecting
the fluorophore to the macromolecule. The final/steady state anisotropy is then the value due to the
anisotropy from the macromolecule to which the fluorophore is attached to.

4the laser used in this work for excitation provide linear polarized light
5r values range from −0.2 to 0.4 in ensemble measurements
6Proteins are commonly larger than synthetic fluorophore
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1.3. Förster Resonance Energy Transfer

Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) is a resonant nonradiative energy transfer between two chro-
mophores through near-field dipole-dipole coupling [4, 5, 6, 7]. The energy is transfered from the exited
state of a donor molecule to the exited state of an acceptor molecule as illustrated in Figure 1.2.

S1
S1

kFRET

S0

Donor

kabs
kfluorescence

kfluorescence

S0

Aceptor

Figure 1.2.: Jablonski diagram for FRET. The exited state energy from the vibrational ground state of S1 can be
dissipate by the transition to S0 in form of fluorescence with the rate kfluorescence or it can be transfered to
the exited state S1 of an acceptor molecule through FRET with the rate kFRET .

Since all rates depopulating the exited state S1 are in direct competition, the efficiency of energy transfer,
E, can be expressed as ratio of the rate for FRET kFRET to the sum of all radiate and non radiative rates:

E =
kFRET

kfluorescence + kFRET +
∑
knonradiative

(1.12)

The rate for FRET kFRET depends on following factors:

• The quantum yield of the donor in absence of the acceptor φd.

• The intermolecular distance R.

• The spectral overlap J between donor emission and acceptor absorption.

• The orientation factor κ2 which depends on the angle between donor and acceptor dipole.

and can be calculated as7

7this formulation is based on a dipol-approximation and valid if the intermolecular separation is much larger than the molecule
dimension
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kFRET =
9(ln10)κ2φdJ

128π5n4NτdR6
(1.13)

where N is the the Avogadro number and n the refractive index of the medium between the dipoles. The
normalized spectral overlap integral J is determined by:

J =

∫∞
0 Fd(λ)εa(λ)λ4dλ∫∞

0 Fd(λ)dλ
, (1.14)

where Fd(λ) is the donor fluorescence in the absence of the acceptor and εa(λ) the molar extinction
coefficient of the acceptor.

For a given relative orientation of the acceptor with respect to the donor, the orientational factor κ2 is
given by:

κ2 = (cos θDA − 3 cos θD cos θA)2 , (1.15)

where θDA is the angle between the transition dipole moments of the fluorophores (
# –

MA and
# –

MD), and
θD and θA are the angles between the transition dipole moments of donor and acceptor, respectively. The
center of both dipoles are connected by the vector #–r as illustrated in Figure 1.3.

M
D

M
A ɵ

A

Ɵ
DA

Ɵ
D r

Figure 1.3.: Definition of angles used to calculate κ2.

In the case of non-correlated relative orientations between both dipoles, the average over all possible
orientations can be calculated. This condition holds true if the linker connecting the fluorophores is
flexible enough to allow rotational diffusion and in turn yields low Anisotropy values. In this case κ2 is
2
3 used [8].

The distance at which the rate for FRET equals the rate of the donor fluorescence (kFRET = kfluorescence)
is defined as the Förster distance R0. At this distance, the efficiency for FRET is E = 50%. Based on
the power law relation in Equation 1.13, the change of the rate for FRET kFRET as function of the
intermolecular distance R can be written as:
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kFRET =
1

τd
(
R0

R
)6. (1.16)

The value of R0 can be determined for a given FRET pair8 and the FRET efficiency can be expressed
simplified as function of the distance between donor and acceptor R.

Figure 1.4.: Power law relation between FRET efficiency E and intermolecular distance R

E(R) =
1

1 + (R0
R )6

(1.17)

8R0 depends on κ2 and n4 and is sensitive to changes in the local environmental condition





2. Total Internal Reflection Microscopy

2.1. Fundamentals

One of the key factors for detecting the fluorescence signals from single molecules is the quality of the
separation of the fluorescence of interest from the omnipresent fluorescent background. This quality is
quantified by the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and is defined as the ratio of the fluorescent signal to
the fluorescent background. There are two apparent strategies to increase the SNR in single-molecule
experiments - increase the photon flux of the signal or decrease the fluorescent background. Total Internal
Reflection Microscopy (TIRFM) decreases the background signal by spatially limiting the excitation
volume at the interface where the fluorophores of interest are immobilized. The excitation of the bulk
solution, which potentially contributes to the fluorescent background, is minimized. Initially, TIRF was
developed for cell imaging [9] but, with improved detection technologies, this technology is now also
applicable to single-molecule experiments [10, 11].

2.2. Total Internal Reflection

In contrast to confocal microscopy, where the excitation volume is limited by the use of a pinhole, TIRFM
makes use of the unique properties of an evanescent wave[12]. An evanescent wave is generated when
light1 strikes a dielectric interface (with the refractive indices n1, n2 and n2 < n1) at an incident angle
of Θi exceeding the critical angle Θc = sin−1 n2

n1
. The relation between the refractive indicies n and

the bending angles Θi, Θt and Θr at an optical interface are given by Snell’s law2 (Equation 2.1) and is
illustrated in Figure 2.1.

sin Θini = sin Θtnt (2.1)

The generation of the evanescent field can be derived based on the electromagnetic wave nature of light.
The electric field of the transmitted wave Et is given by:

Et = E0e
i(kt

#–r−ωt), (2.2)

whereE0 is the amplitude, kt is the wave vector, #–r the vector of propagation and ω the angular frequency.
1evanescent waves are a solution of the general wave equation and not limited to photons from laser sources
2The law of refraction was originally discovered by Ibn Sahl in 984 [13]
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Figure 2.1.: Reflection and transmission of light at an interface in the case of non TIRF conditions (Θi < Θc)

For the geometry in Figure 2.1, the field can be written as:

Et = E0e
i(kt sin Θtx̂+kt cos Θtŷ−ωt), (2.3)

where x̂ and ŷ are the unit vectors.

Snell’s law for TIRF conditions (Θi > Θc) is given by:

cos Θt =
2

√
1− sin2 Θi

(
n1

n2

)2

. (2.4)

Using Equations 2.3 and 2.4, the electric field for the evanescent wave can be written as

Et = E0e
−κzei(ktx−ωt), (2.5)

with

κ =
ω

c
2

√
n2

1 sin2 Θi − n2
2 and k =

ωn1

c
sin Θi. (2.6)

The penetration depth d, where the energy density of the electric field u = 1
2ε |E|

2 decayed by the factor
of e−1 is given by:

d =
λ

2π

1√(
n1

2 sin2 Θi − n2
2

) . (2.7)
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where ε is the permittivity of the medium. This penetration depth applies for s- and p-polarized excitation
light [14].

The evanescent wave consists of an exponential decaying standing wave with the same frequency as
the incident light and an exponential damping term. The decay of the evanescent wave amplitude for
different incident angles is illustrated in Figure 2.2

0 200 400 600
0

0.5

1

z [nm]

I(
z)

/I(
0)

 

 

72°
80° 

Figure 2.2.: Normalized exponential decay of evanescent field for different incident angles Θi for a index of
refraction of n1 = 1.458 and n2 = 1.333 and an excitation with λ = 532 nm.

The intensities of the s- and p-polarized components of the evanescent wave at the interface (z = 0) as a
function of incident angle Θi are given by [15, 16]:

Is(0) = |As|24 cos2 Θi
n2

1

1− n2
2

(2.8)

Ip(0) = |Ap|2
4cos2Θi

(
2 sin2 Θi − n2

2/n
2
1

)
(n2/n1)4 cos2 Θi + sin2 Θi − (n2/n1)2 (2.9)

and illustrated in Figure 2.3.

The polarization of the evanescent field depends on the polarization of the incident light polarization.
For p-polarized light (polarized in the plane formed by the incident and reflective rays) the evanescent
wave is elliptically polarized in the same plane as the incident light. Incident light with s-polarization
gives rise to an s-polarized evanescent field. For both polarizations the wave front of the evanescent field
travles parallel to the interface surface and is slightly phase shifted [17].

2.3. Experimental Setup

There are two types of TIRF Microscopes available which differ in the way the evanescent wave is
generated. In objective-type TIRF, the excitation is focused of-axis on the back-focal-plane and both
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Figure 2.3.: Intensities of p- and s-polarized light of the evanescent field at the interface (z = 0). Intensities are
normalized to incident intensities. Intensities of the evanescent field close to the interface can be several fold
increased compared to the incident light. The influence of the interface to the emission field of the fluorophore
limits the detectable signal [15]

the emission and excitation follow the same paths as in widefield microscopy. By parallel shifting the
excitation in respect to the optical axis, the excitation will hit the focus plane of the objective under an
angle. With sufficient off-axial positioning of the excitation TIRF conditions can be realized. There are
optimized objectives for objective-type TIRF available (e.g. Apo TIRF 60x, Nikon). However, this
scheme implies that most of the excitation light is reflected back to the objective. With the prism-type
TIRF setup the excitation and emission pathways are separated within the setup. The excitation is guided
through a prims to a water/quartz interface in the sample chamber which is opposite of the objective. Due
to this geometry, the excitation light is reflected away from the objective. The advantage of the objective
type TIRF is that it does not need a prism. This makes is suitable for life cell experiments, where cells are
cultivated in open dishes. The prism-type TIRM has the advantage of lower background signal, making
it a better choice for in vitro single-molecule experiments. The TIRF microscopy used in this study is
based on the TIRF microscope installed by Peter Schlüsche [18] (TE 2000-U, Nikon) and was extended
by two laser lines, broad-band fiber coupeling, an Acousto-Optic Tunable Filter (AOTF) with appropriate
electronic controller and modified TIRF prism (illustrated in Figure 2.4). Using an AOTF in combination
with a single-mode-fiber has the advantage of mechanical decoupling of the excitation source from the
microscope, perfect beam profile, perfect spatial overlay of different laser lines and spectral filtering of
individual laser lines3.

3this is of particular interest for diode lasers where beam profile and spectral bandwidth are not ideal
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Figure 2.4.: Experimental Prism Type TIRF Setup (modified from [18]).

As excitation sources a 405 nm diode laser with 100 mW (Cube 405-50E, Coherent), the 488 nm line4

of an AR:Kr Ion gas laser with 250 mW (Stabilite 2018-RM, Coherent), a diode pumped Nd:YVO4
at 532 nm with 100 mW (GCL-100-L, CrystaLaser) and a He:Ne gas laser with 13 mW at 633 nm
(Laser 2000) were used. The laser lines are combined by dichroic mirrors, guided though an AOTF
(AOTFnC.4OO-650-PV-TN, Pegasus Optik) and coupled into a single mode polarization maintaining
fiber (532/647 nm, OZ Optics) by an apochromatic5 laser coupler (60SMS-1-4-RGBV11-47, Schäfter
und Krichhoff). The laser light is decoupled by an apochromatic collimator (60FC-4-RGB11-47, Schäfter
und Krichhoff) and guided to the prism surface under an angle of 72° relative to the surface used for sam-
ple immobilization. An achromatic lens (f = 200 mm) is used to focus the excitation light onto the prism
surface. The focusing is necessary to increase the laser energy density on the prism surface and to lim-

4multiple lines are available using a broadband mirror instead of a prism in the cavity
5corrected for three wavelengths
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ited the area of excitation (and the area of photo bleaching) to the observation area. The fluorescence
is collected by an 60x water immersion objective (CFI Planapochromat VC, Nikon, Na 1.2), spectrally
separated by a dichroic mirror (630DCXR,AHF) and filtered through two bandpass filters (HQ585/80
and HQ715/150,AHF).

The selection of the laser wavelength used for excitation, the control over of its duration and the laser
intensity is accomplished by the use of an AOTF. The AOTF is driven by an radio frequency modulator
RF-modulator which in turn is controlled via analog input from a pulse- and amplitude generator. The
interface at the prism surface is used to generate the evanescent field and to act as seal to form a chamber
which can be connected to a flow system (see Section 2.3.1). The flow can either be controlled manually
(connection to an syringe) or by a programmable syringe pump (PHD 2000, Harvard Apparatus), which
is synchronized to the EMCCD camera (see Section 2.3.2).

Despite triggering the Andor Camera by the shutter control box with high precision, the acquisition time
for a frame is determined internally by the camera. The pulse width of the triggering signal has a sub
ms precision, but the acquisition time of the camera can vary several ms. This variations in exposure
times can introduce additional noise to the measurements. One option to overcome this problems is to use
a stroboscopic illumination. Using the AOTF the illumination time can be precisely controlled. Between
exposures, the illumination can be switched off. This avoids unnecessary exposure which contributes to
photo-bleaching and avoids exposure of the CCD chip during the frame transfer. Furthermore, processes
much faster than the time resolution of the camera can be visualized. Instead of averaging the fluores-
cence signal during the whole exposure time, only a snapshot is taken. However, this does not increase
the effective time resolution but can gain excess to processes not observable otherwise.

2.3.1. TIRF Prism

Commonly prism type TIRF setups attach a prism via an index matching fluid to a preformed flow
chamber. With this method, the flow chamber can be formed by two cover slips separated by a spacer
(e.g. Nesko film). In this work, the flow chamber was formed directly at the prism surface. This
minimizes reflections by avoiding the introduction of an additional interface in the excitation path. The
TIRF prisms are custom made (Zell Glass) from synthetic fused silica (Suprasil 2) with dimensions
shown in Figure 2.5. The angle of the prisms are chosen to avoid dispersion on the incident side and
to ensure overlapping foci for different excitation wavelengths. The prism angles are asymmetric to
avoid that the beam exiting the prism will be reflected back to the area where the surface immobilized
molecules are imaged.

Since sample immobilization takes place directly on the prism surface, the prism need to be cleaned and
surface functionalized for each measurement. This tedious procedure is optimized by forming two flow
chambers on each prism surface. This design allows two independent experiments with the same prism.
Due to increased complexity of the spacer geometry, the nesko film spacer used to seal the flow chamber
is cut by a laser-cutter. The template for the nesko seal is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.5.: Flowchamber used for prism type TIRF

Figure 2.6.: TIRF Prism space template for laser the cutter

2.3.2. EMCCD

An Electron-Multiplying Charged Coupled Device (EMCCD) is based on a charge-coupled device (CCD)
extended by a solid state Electron Multiplying (EM) register [19] [20]. The frame transfer mode enables
faster acquisition rates by spatially separating image exposure and readout. This enable the simultaneous
readout of the previous frame while the next frame is exposed. The gain register amplifies the charge
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based on the principle of impact ionization in the charge domain prior AD conversion [21]. Each shift
in the EM register applies a minor amplification gain g which potentiates after N shifts to the Gain G as
given by6

G = gN . (2.10)

The process of frame transfer and EM gain amplification is illustrated in Figure 2.7.

{
{

image
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charge to
voltage
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multiplication
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frame
transfer

Figure 2.7.: Schematics of a frame transfer EMCCD readout [22]. The image section of the CCD chip is exposed
to light and is the area of photoelectron creation. In a frame transfer step the electrons are transfered from the
image-section to the store-section from where the readout and gain multiplication is feed.

The output of an EMCCD is given as greylevels or Analog Digital Units (ADU).

In general, EMCCD cameras suffer from 4 types of noise:

• Dark Current - generated in the absence of light

• Clock Induced Charge - from reading the signal

• Shot noise - poison statistic of photon arrival times

• excess noise factor or Multiplicative Noise - distribution of amplification by impact ionization

• Readout Noise - noise from video chain electronics

Dark counts are randomly generated charges in the depletion area of the CCD Sensor. This electron-
hole pairs can be generated thermally or by energy deposition of cosmic rays. Due to their sporadic
occurrence they can be considered of shot noise nature. A typical values for Dark Current is σDC =

6voltages of 30 − 60V for each shift yields single-step gain values of 1− 1.6%
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1× 10−3 electron/pixel/sec. Readout Noise and Clock induced Charge (CIC) are charges generated
during each readout process by shifting the charge in the register. The number of shifts a charge un-
dergoes depends on the position within the chip. For the sake of simplicity this noise factor is given as
an average [23]. Typical values are σRN = < 1 electron/pixelreadout and σCIC = 1 electron/line
respectively. This two noise factors are exposure time independent and occur for every read frame once.
This source of noise is also the key factor when comparing single photon counting detectors. Despite
the high Quantum Efficiency (QE) of up to 85 % only when the photon flux is high enough an EMCCD
provides better SNR than a GaAs detectors [23].

Due to the quantum mechanic nature of light, the photons energy is absorbed in distinct packages of
energy. The number of energy packages is finite and their arrival time is poissonian distributed. The
amount of shot-noise is a function of the number of particles N detected7 and can be calculated as
σSN =

√
N .

Due to the probabilistic nature of impact ionization the amplification factor at impact ionization step
varies. Based of theoretical considerations this excess noise factor, F , can be calculated as a function of
the number of shift steps N and the EG gain G [22]. This noise factor is also called multiplicative noise
and is defined as

F 2 =
σout

2

G2σinput2
(2.11)

and can be calculated by

F 2 = 2(G− 1)G(−N+1
N ) +

1

G
, (2.12)

wherer G is the effective Gain and N the number of elements in the EM shift register. For common
settings for single-molecule experiments (G > 200 and N = 512) F 2 = 1.98.

The Readout Noise8, σreadout, is the contribution of noise after the EM register. This type of noise is
not amplified by the EM gain and is due to the analog electronic and AD conversion. The readout noise
is only amplified by the analog pre amplification gain A. Taking all noise factors into account, the total
Noise σtotal is given by

σtotal =
√
A2σ2

readout + F 2G2A2(σ2
dark + σ2

signal + σ2
CIC). (2.13)

The signal S can be written as function of the number of photons incident to the detector surface9

S = G · nphotons (2.14)

7quantum efficiency impacts shot noise by decreasing the number of detected photons
8also called video chain gain
9for the sake of simplicity, the quantum efficiency QE is set to 1
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The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is given by

SNR =
S

N
=

S√
σ2
readout
G2 + F 2(S + σ2

signal + σ2
CIC)

. (2.15)

In order to convert the ADU into the absolute number of photons it is essential to know the absolute
gain value. Some camera manufacturer (including Andor) offer EM-CCD camera systems with linear
gain and claim a 1:1 relation between the gain set in the acquisition software and the physical gain. The
simplest way to confirm linearity of the gain is to measure the mean ADU counts as a function of the
gain. The illumination is kept constant within the linear range of the EMCCD. This mean intensity values
can be normalized to the mean intensity at Gain zero to obtain the relative amplification. One method to
determine the absolute Gain directly without the need for normalization is the mean variance test [22].
As the name suggests, the mean variance test uses the functional elation between the output signal Sout
and the noise factors σsignal and σdark as given by

Sout = AG(S + Sdark) = AG(σ2
signal + σ2

dark), (2.16)

where A is the total video chain gain, S the the mean signal from a photon source and Sdark the mean
signal from the background10. The total variance on the camera output signal is given by:

σ2
tot = A2G2F 2(σ2

signal + σ2
dark) +A2σ2

readout. (2.17)

Combining Equation 2.16 with Equation 2.17 we get the relation between the total signal noise σtot and
the mean output signal Sout:

σ2
tot = AGF 2Sout +A2σ2

readout (2.18)

The video chain gain, A, can be determined by setting the gain value to 1 and recording the mean ADU
values for different exposure times11. The noise in the image is calculated by calculating the variation in
the difference of two images. The background is determined for every shutter setting. Since the mean-
variance test requires a significant amount of images to be taken, the process of image acquisition and
analysis was automated with MATLAB using the Andor SDK package.

As seen in Equation 2.18, the video chain gain is the slope of the fit shown in Figure 2.8.

The relation between software gain and hardware gain can be obtained by repeating the analysis used
to obtain the video chain gain, but now for different gain values, G. Since the video chain gain was
determined in the previous step, the absolute hardware gain can be calculated directly12 and is shown in
Figure 2.9.
10commonly a constant bias is added by the acquisition software
11The video chain gain, A, includes the on-chip charge to voltage conversion factor. A software preamp factor setting of 5.2

was used
12the excess noise factor F 2 is set to 2
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Figure 2.8.: The output variance from an EM-CCD camera vs. the output signal measured at EM-gain setting of
1. The slope of the curve (1.3) is the video chain gain A.
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Figure 2.9.: The physical (hardware) gain as function of the software gain. The relation is linear with a slope of
0.91 and an intersect of 0.28.

The physical gain is linear but the slope is less than one (reproducible for independent measurements).
The meaning of a slope of .91 is that if the gain is set in the software to e.g. 100, the physical gain is
only 91. The relation between software and hardware gain need to be taking into account, whenever the
absolute number of photons are calculated from the ADC counts.





3. Data Analysis

To extract information from single molecules, a number of analysis routines needed to be programmed.
One of those routines is a software toolbox for information extraction, conditioning and analysis of
single-molecule TIRF (smTIRF) data. For details about the Trace Intensity Analysis program (TRACY),
see Appendix A.5. The TIRF microscope in this work was used to record fluorescence intensities of in-
dividual surface immobilized fluorescent molecules. The size of the fluorescent emitters is significantly
smaller than the point spread function of the setup, which results in the detection of diffraction limited
spots. In contrast to confocal imaging techniques, where the sample is scanned and the image is recon-
structed from a sequential stream of intensity data, widefield TIRF uses a camera to record intensities
from an area as image stacks. In the case of a camera, the spectrally separated fluorescence signals from
one area of the surface are imaged on different regions (=channels) on the camera chip. The workflow
for extraction of these fluorescence intensities from different channels and their correction for detection
efficiencies and optical abberations is illustrated in the flow chart shown in Figure 3.1.

The toolbox can also be used to analyze data obtained from other single-molecule experiments, e.g. con-
focal images of surface immobilized complexes.

3.1. Mapping

In many Microsopy applications the fluorescence intensity of the sample is recorded with a digital cam-
era. EMCCD cameras have one of the highes detection efficiencies available. However, an EMCCD
camera can not distinguish between photon energies and it operates in an intensity modus. For applica-
tions where the energies of the photons is of interest e.g. FRET, livel-cell imaging with multiple labeles,
the fluroescence need to be seperated spectrally. In order to be able to spectrally seperate the fluorescence
and at the same time maintain the high detection efficiency of an EMCCD camera, dichroic mirrors are
used. With the help of dichroic mirrors, the spectrally seperated images can be imaged on different re-
gions (=channels) of the camera chip. The individual channel can be overlayed in a post processing step.
However, non linear distortions introduced through optical abberations are always present and will cause
the channels to be spatially distorted in respect to each other. As a result, the images of the individual
channels only overlap to a certain extend and a correction for the optical abberations within the channels
in the form of a transformation map is neccesarry. In the case of TIRF microsocpy where the FRET
efficiency between two chromophores is of interest, it is sufficient to only correct the location of the
chromophores to identify pairs of fluorescent spots which belong to the same molecule.

The process of generating the image transformation between two channels is a two step process. In the
first step, the locations of the spots in both channels are identified as shown in Figure 3.2. In the second
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Figure 3.1.: Flow chart for smTIRF analysis. Optical abberations between spectrally seperated channels are cor-
rected by a transformation map. This map is generated by approximating the linear shift between single
moleucles within each channel and computing a spacial transofrmation (see Section 3.1). The intensity infor-
mation from each molecule is extracted in a two step process. First, the position of the molecules within the
whole image stack is determined. Secondly, the signal- and local background-intensities are extracted (see
Section 3.2). After applying background corrections, the gamma factor is determined and used to correct the
total intensity and the FRET values (see 3.3)

step, the locations of the spots are matched to identify fluorescent spots that belong to the same molecule.
Matching pairs of spots are used to generate the transformation map.

Individual spots within one channel are identified by a "clean" - algorithm.

The SN ratio is improved by using an intensity image which is averaged over a user-defined number of
frames. The background of the intensity image is set to zero by applying a threshold. The threshold is
calculated based on the intensity histogram of the image in such a way that the resulting image contains
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Figure 3.2.: Image of fluorescent beads immobilized at the prism surface. Individual beads are localized as indi-
cated by circles in both channels. The left half is the green channel and the right half the red channel.
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only 5% of the brightest pixels1. Within this thresholded image, the pixel with the maximum intensity
is located. A Region Of Interest (ROI) around this pixel is selected and used for analysis as shown in
Figure 3.3. The pixel values of the ROI are multiplied with a circular mask and the result is averaged to
obtain the average signal2. A second ring shaped mask is used to calculate the local background around
the spot3 as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3.: Intensity image of a surface immobilized bead. Left: full ROI, middle: ROI with applied mask
before calculation of the mean signal, right: ROI with applied background mask used to average the local
background signal around the spot.

The ratio between the mean signal and the mean background intensity is used to judge if a fluorescent
spot is circular and of diffraction limited size. If the signal originates from a source which is bigger than
the diffraction limit, the fluorescence will extend to the pixels used to calculate the background. As a
result, the signal to background ratio will be smaller and this spots can be identified and discarded.

After analysis of the ROI the pixel values of the ROI are "cleared" by setting them to zero. The analysis
is then repeated as long as there are non-zero pixels left.

If the distance between two spots is small enough to detect the fluorescent signal from one spot in the
background of the other spot, both spots are discarded.

Once the fluorescent spots in both channels are localized, pairs of spots need to be identified which belong
to the same molecule. In a first approximation the linear shift between both channels is determined. This
linear shift can be approximated by stepwise linear shifting the coordinates of the spots found in one
channel. The distance between the locations of the spots in one channel to the shifted spots in the other
channel is calculated. The number of pairs whose distance is below a certain tolerance is determined.
The tolerance is chosen big enough to allow matching of pairs despite nonlinear abberations but small
enough to avoid formation of pairs which do not belong to the same molecule. The optimal linear shift
is reached when the maximum number of matching pairs can be found as shown in Figure 3.4. The

1450 non overlaping molecules would cover less than 5% of the image pixels.
2The number of photons collected from a particular molecule can be calculated by integration of the background corrected

signal under consideration of the photoelectron conversion factor and EM-gain.
3The calculation of the background can be refined. Background pixels with intensities above a certain standard deviation from

the mean background can be ignored.
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locations of the spots at the optimal shift position are used as "anchor" points for the generation of the
transformation map.
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Figure 3.4.: The number of matching pairs found as function of a linear shift in x and y direction between the
channels.

The locations of the spots in one channel are used as base points and the locations of the corresponding
spots in the other channel as input points. The image transformation is generated in a way that the base
points are mapped to the input points. The image transformation was implemented using the build-in
cp2tform and imtransform function in MATLAB. The cp2tform function can infer a spatial transformation
between a set of vectors. Each position of a pixel within an image can be considered to be a vector.
The cp2tform function was used to infer a spatial transformation between the pixels of two images based
on the input and base points. A third order polynomial was used as tranformation function. To infer
the mapping function, a minimum of 10 mapping points is required. In the case of an image contain-
ing molecules which undergo FRET, the locations of the fluorescent donor and acceptor molecules can
be used as mapping points in both channels. Alternatively, a movie from surface immobilized fluores-
cent beads can be recorded and their locations used. The use of beads with a broad fluorescent spectra
(e.g. Nil Red, Kisker Biotech) have the advantage of a robust localization due to a stable and intense
fluorescent signal of the same bead in both channels. Even when used at stock concentrations, the beads
attach to the surface slowly. The quality of the transformation map depends on the density of the beads
e.g. if many mapping points are available in one part of the image, the mapping in this part of the image
will be better. A little trick was used to generate mapping points covering the full field of the image
despite the slow attachment rate of the beads. Individual images with only a few immobilized beads are
recorded several times with a slight shift between them. Those images are combined by averaging them
to give an image with a sufficient amount of control points as shown in Figure 3.2.
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before after

Figure 3.5.: Images of the overlay of the green and red channel before and after applying the image transformation
map to the red channel. The transformation properly corrects the any optical image distortion. The transfor-
mation map is only applyed to the image to visualize the performance of the mapping. The raw image data is
always used for extraction of the intensity information and analysis.

When fluorescent beads are used to generate a map, each bead will be visible in both channels and no
mismatch can occur. If a sample with FRET is used, the locations of non fretting molecules does not
correlate. The number of random mismatches will be small in comparison to the number of correctly
matched pairs and will not effect the approximation of the linear shift. However, wrongly matched pairs
can distort the mapping function locally. The quality of the map can be checked by applying the map to
the whole image. A zoom in on two beads before and after image transformation is shown in Figure 3.5.

The transformation map is saved in the data directory. Prior to image analysis, the presence of a map is
checked and, if no map can be found, a new one is generated.

3.2. Extraction of single-molecule intensities

The size of the image stack obtained by the TIRF microscope depends not only on the resolution in x, y
but also on the number of frames recorded. For the settings used in this work, an image stack has a size
of about 500 MB for every 1000 frames. The size of the image stack which can be loaded at once into
the memory of a PC is limited by hard- and software. As a consequence, the number of frames which
can be analyzed is limited if the whole stack needs to be present in memory at the same time. To bypass
this limitation, the image stack is divided into segments with user-defined length and each segment is
analyzed sequentially. As a consequence, the image stack need to be loaded two times. The first time the
image stack is loaded to localize the molecules in all frames within the whole image stack and the second
time to extract the intensity information at the positions identified in the first step. For the localization
procedure, a user defined number of frames out of the image segment is averaged and within this average
the individual molecules are identified. This procedure is repeated for all segments with the exception
that ROIs where molecules have already been found are excluded. For some applications, it is sufficient
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to localize individual molecules which are present at the beginning of the recording and extract their
intensity traces. This work flow also allows the identification of molecules which are not present at the
beginning of the recording but bind at any time later.

Based on the transformation map which corrects for the relative optical distortion between two channels
(see Section 3.1), there are two approaches to extract the intensity information of a single-molecule
from both channels. One is to transform one channel with the inverse transformation which caused the
distortion and then localize the molecules in one channel to determine its intensity. The location of the
molecules in the other channels are given by the linear shift between the channels. The other approach,
which was implemented in this work, is to localize the molecules in both channels and use the image
transformation to transform their location only. Fluorescent spots which transformed locations match
can be considered to belong to the same molecule. The intensities are then extracted from the raw
data. The transformation of the whole image is computational more expansive than to transform only
the locations of a few molecules. Furthermore, the transformation of the raw intensity images modifies
the size of the fluorescent spots and would change the fluorescence intensities recorded from them. The
signal and local background intensities of pairs of spots (traces) which belong to the same molecule are
extracted using the same circular masks as shown in Figure 3.3.

3.3. Signal correction

The fluorescence intensity traces from single molecules, obtained by methods described in the previous
section, need to be corrected for the background signal (extracted as described in the previous Section),
relative detection efficiency γ and spectral cross-talk β. The background can be either directly subtracted
or smoothed by a moving average prior subtraction. Direct subtraction of a noisy signal does add addi-
tional noise. To minimize this additional noise introduced by background subtraction, the background
can be smoothed with a moving average filter. Alternatively, a user defined number of frames at the end
of each trace can be averaged, assuming that the fluorescent signal is photobleached by then. This single
averaged intensity value is subtracted from the whole signal trace and does not add any noise factor to
the signal. The γ-factor accounts for the relative detection efficiencies (ηA and ηD) and for differences
in the quantum yields φA and φD in different channels:

γ =
ηAφA
ηDφD

(3.1)

The γ-factor is different for every molecule and can be determined experimental by comparing the fluo-
rescent intensities before and after acceptor bleaching as shown in Figure 3.6 and Equation 3.2.

γ − β =
〈IA〉before − 〈IA〉after
〈ID〉after − 〈ID〉before

=
∆IA
∆ID

(3.2)
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Figure 3.6.: γ- and β-factor determination from static FRET traces.

Alternatively, if the trace shows dynamic in FRET, the γ-factor can be adjusted to minimize the variations
in the total intensity.

This approach can be implemented practically by minimizing the variance of the total intensity as a
function of the γ-factor as described in Equation 3.3 and shown in Figure 3.7.

d

dγ
std(IA + γID) = 0 (3.3)

This method assumes that different states within the dynamic FRET trace have the same γ-factor. The
γ-factor can change when the local chromophor environment changes, e.g. through protein binding. If
the γ-factor for different FRET states differs significantly, the γ- corrected total intensity will correlate
with the FRET trace.

The γ-factors obtained by minimizing the standard deviation of the total intensity does estimate the true
γ-factors very precisely as shown by a simulation with 500 traces as shown in Figure 3.9.

The γ-factors obtained from static or dynamic traces can be averaged and applied to molecules where
no gamma could be determined. A flow diagram illustrating the procedures from this Section is shown
in Figure 3.1. The γ-factor can be adjusted at any point during or after the analysis without the need to
reanalyze the data. A typical distribution of the γ-factor is shown in Figure 3.10.

The spectral cross-talk is accounted for by a second correction, the β-factor. The β-factor accounts for
crosstalk from the donor to the acceptor channel and can be calculated by the ratio of red to the green
fluorescence which is detected after acceptor photobleaching (see Figure 3.6). Without any spectral
crosstalk, no fluorescence would be observed in the red channel after acceptor bleaching. However, due
to the spectral properties of the dyes some of the donor emission spectra will always overlap with the
emission of the acceptor.
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Figure 3.7.: Alternative γ-factor determination from dynamic FRET traces. Upper panel: total Intensity with
dynamic gamma correction. Middle panel: Donor and acceptor fluorescence. Lower panel: FRET trace with
transitions between three states.
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Figure 3.8.: Alternative γ-factor determination from dynamic FRET traces. The plot shows the standard deviation
of the total intensity from the trace shown in Figure 3.7 as a function of the γ-factor. At the minimum of the
standard deviation, the γ-factor is 0.55.
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Figure 3.9.: Distribution of the γ-factor determined from 500 simulated dynamic FRET traces with 500 frames
each. The FRET values used for the simulation are 30% and 70% with a γ-factor of 0.7. When fitted to
a Normal distribution, the mean µ and variance σ values are 0, 713 and 0, 0153. The slight shift to higher
γ-factors is due to the asymmetry in the function of the standard deviation as seen in Figure 3.8
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Figure 3.10.: Distribution of γ-factors for the Atto647N/Atto532 dye pair on DNA with a mean value of 0.77. The
γ-factor is sample specific and can vary significantly e.g. if a chromophor is attached to a DNA or Protein
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β =

∣∣∣∣ 〈IA〉〈ID〉
∣∣∣∣
after acc. bleach

(3.4)

A typical distribution of β-factor is shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11.: Distribution of β-factors for the Atto647N/Atto532 dye pair on DNA with a mean value of 3.5%
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3.4. The Hidden Markov Model

In a Markov Model (MM), the discrete states of the system are directly observable and the sequence of
states is governed by the transition probability between the states. Similar to a MM, a Hidden Markov
Model HMM is a model that describes a system assuming a set of discrete states and a constant transition
probability between them. When the states are "hidden" e.g. behind noise and only the (noisy) outputs
are observed a HMM can be used. As the name suggests, the transitions between the states are governed
by a Markovian process, a stochastic process without memory. For the case of a time-series of states,
this means that the probability of transition to another state only depends upon the current state of the
system. As a result, each transition between two states can be described by a probability or single rate
constant. For HMM, a second stochastic process is involved in the generation of the observable output.
The distribution of the output from each hidden state is called emission function.

The framework for HMM was developed in the 1960s [24, 25] and used for speech and pattern recogni-
tion [26, 27, 28]. It was soon widely used for e.g. pattern recognition within electrocardiography (ECG)
curves [29], modeling the current through ion channels [30] or DNA sequence identification [31]. For a
review about development and applications of HMM see [32]. Recently, the use of HMM was extended
to single-molecule fluorescence techniques. After the potential use of HMM was demonstrated through
simulations [33, 34], the first quantitative results were published in 2006, where HMM was used to quan-
tify the number of fluorescent labeled domains by finding the number of bleaching steps in fluorescence
intensity traces [35]. Another application was to monitor RecA filament formation on DNA by spFRET
with single monomer resolution [36]. Recently, a new method was introduced to extend the HMM ap-
proach in single-molecule experiments to non-Markovian processes by using the HMM to find variations
in intensity trajectories [37].

Model Parameters

A HMM model is governed by two stochastic processes. One process describes the transition between
discrete states of a time-series, and the other process describes the distribution of the observations given
the states. The time series Q = {qt} consists of a sequence of N discrete states Si. The state qt at time
t depends only on the prior state qt−1 (see Equation 3.5). The probability for transitions between two
states is given by the transition probability matrix Pij = pi→j and is constant over time (see Equation
3.6).

P (qt+1 = Si|Q) = P (qt+1 = Si|qt) (3.5)

P (qt+1 = Si|qt) = P (qt+2 = Si|qt+ 1) (3.6)

The second stochastic process is the generation of the observations X = {xt} from the states Si by the
emission function fi(x). The distribution of the observed emission from the state Si is given by fi. This
emission function fi can be a multivariant Gaussian distribution. In this work, the FRET values of each
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state Si were modeled as single Gaussian distributions with mean µi and variance σi as given in Equation
3.7.

f(x|µi, σi) =
1√

2πσ2
1

e
−(x−µ2i )

2σ2
i (3.7)

The knowledge about the system is incorporated in the prior π. In the case of single-molecule FRET
traces, the prior defines the probability distribution of the initial FRET state. Since, in the experiments
reported here, no information about the initial FRET state is available, all FRET states are assumed to
occur with the same probability. This assumption can be expressed as a flat prior, where each initial
FRET state has the same probability to occur. For the application of HMM on single-molecule data, the
HMM model M consists of the following three parameters:

1. The transition matrix P which contains the transition probabilities:

pij = p(qt = Si|qt+1 = Sj) (3.8)

2. The prior π which contains the prior knowledge about the system e.g. distribution of initial FRET
values

πi = p(qt=0 = Si) (3.9)

3. The number of N states and the distribution of outputs. e.g. N Gaussian distributions with mean
µi and variance σi

fi(x) = p (x|qt = Si) = f(x|µi, σi) (3.10)

Transitions between the different states in the hidden layer generate through the emission function a
sequence of observations. A scheme of a HMM with three states is shown in Figure 3.12.

The transition rates K can be calculated from the transition probabilities P as shown in Equation 3.11.

K =
(P − 1)

∆t
(3.11)

where 1 is the identity matrix and ∆t the duration of one step in the sequence e.g. the exposure time of
the camera.

While the transition rates might be intuitive to calculate, the dwell times (diagonal elements of K) need
a closer look. The dwell time of a state is defined by the average time the HMM model will stay in the
same state. A state sequence Q where the state Si is conserved for d time steps is shown in Equation
3.12.

Qτ =
{
q1 = Si, q2 = Si, · · ·, qd+1 = Si6=j)

}
(3.12)
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Figure 3.12.: Schematic of a HMM with 3 states and generation of the observations Si. Left: Three states Si are
connected by single exponential rate constants kij . Each state Si transfers with the rate kii to itself. The
relation to the state dwell time is given by Equation 3.14. Right: An example for a hidden state sequence
Q = S1, S2, S1, S3 which generates the observation sequence X = x1, x2, x3.x4 through the emission
function f(µi, σi).

The probability that a HMM M will stay in a state i for d time steps and transfers to any other state j at
the time d+ 1 is given by:

P (Qτ |M) = p
(d−1)
ii (1− pii) = pi(d). (3.13)

With this probability density function of the duration d of state Si, the average time in state Si can be
calculated by using a Taylor series expansion [38] as:

τi =

inf∑
d=1

= dpi(d) =
1

1− pij
∆t (3.14)

Training

The aim of training a HMM is to modify its parameters in such a way that the likelihood that the HMM
model M can describe the observations X is maximized. Based on the optimized HMM, the underlying
hidden state sequence Q can be retrieved. In other words, the HMM parameters M are trained with the
observation X to maximize the probability of the observation given the Model P (X|M). The training
of an HMM involves two steps:

1. The likelihood that the observation X can be described by the model M must be calculated
P (X|M)

2. The model parameters M must be modified to maximize P (X|M)

The probability to make an observation X given a sequence of hidden states Q is given by:
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P (X|Q,M) = p (x1|q1) · p (x2|q2) · · · p (xT |qT )

=
T∏
t=1

p (xt|qt) =
T∏
t=1

f(qt).
(3.15)

The probability of a certain hidden state sequence given the HMM model parameters M is given by:

P (Q|M) = p (q1, q2, · · ·, qT |M) = p (qt−1|qt) · · · p (qT−1|qT )

= p(q1)

T∏
t=2

p (qt|qt−1) = πq1

T∏
t=2

pqt−1qt .
(3.16)

The probability for a certain observation of a sequence X is given by the joint probability of Equation
3.15 and 3.16. By summing over all possible NT state sequence Qi, the probability of the observation
of the sequence X given the HMM model P (X|M) can be written as:

P (X|M) =
∑
Qi

P (X|Q,M) · P (Q|M) (3.17)

For each possible state sequence, 2T calculations are needed in the sum of Equation 3.17 which yields
a total of 2TNT calculations. Since it is clearly not feasible to use Equation 3.17 to calculate P (X|M)
a more efficient approach is needed. A commonly used training algorithm was developed by Baum et.
al. which makes use of an forward-backward algorithm to calculate the probabilities at each time step
independently [39, 38, 40]. This is possible because the Markov conditions state that each state only
depends on its previous one. At each time step t, each of the N states can undergo a transition into N
states, making TN2 possible paths for one trace. The probability α to be in state j at the time point t
can be calculated recursive by the product of the transition probability pij and the probability that the
observation xt is due to emission from the state Sj . This emission probability can be calculated by
evaluating the emission function fj for the observation xt. The forward estimate αt(j) is given by:

α1(j) = πjfj(xt)

αt(j) =
N∑
i=1

αt−1(i)pijfj(xt) with 2 ≤ t ≤ T.
(3.18)

This probability contains all transitions until time t. The probability βi of transitions after t can be
calculated similar by summing over the transitions recursive starting at the end t = T of the path. This
backward estimate βt(i) is given by:

β1(i) = 1

βt(i) =
N∑
i=1

βt+1(j)pijfj(xt+1) with t = {T − 1, T − 2, · · ·, 1}
(3.19)
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The probability γi(t) of being in state i at the time step t can be calculated by the product of Equation
3.18 and 3.19 normalized by the time invariant likelihood P (X|M).

γi(t) = P (q(t) = Si|X,M) =
αi(t)βi(t)∑N
i=1 αi(t)βi(t)

=
αi(t)βi(t)

P (X|M)
(3.20)

Additionally, the probability εt(i, j) for a transition from state i at the time t and to the state j at the time
t+ 1 can be written as:

εt(i, j) = P (qt = Si, qt+1 = Sj , X|M) =
αi(t)pijfj (xt+1)βj(t+ 1)

P (X|M)
(3.21)

The optimization of the HMM parameters is an iterative, two-step process. In the first step, the likelihood
is estimated (E-Step) and in the second step, this estimate is used to modify the parameters to maximize
the likelihood (M-Step). These steps are then iteratively repeated until convergence is reached. There
are two approaches to derive the EM-algorithm, a classic one based on estimation of the number of
transitions for discrete observations x [38] or a general one based on the derivative of the likelihood
function to find the optimized parameters [41, 42].

In the classical derivation, during the E-Step the probability of transitions between two states (Si → Sj)
are estimated by summing εt(i, j) over all time steps. This probability can be interpreted as the number
of transitions expected between two states and is given by:

T−1∑
t=1

εt(i, j). (3.22)

The overall number of transitions from state i can be estimated by summing the probability of being in
state i:

T−1∑
t=1

γi(t). (3.23)

Using Equations 3.22 and 3.23, optimized model parameters can be calculated in the M-Step. The
new transition probability pnewij is the expected number of transitions between Si → Sj divided by the
expected number of transitions from Si.

pnewij =

∑T
t=1 εt(i, j)∑T
t=1 γi(t)

(3.24)

The new prior πnewi is the probability of being in state i at time t = 1:

πnewi = γi(1). (3.25)
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The probability for making the observation xt = fi(xt = Si) at time t in the state i is the expected time
in the state Si while observing a certain x(t) divided by the total amount of time spent in state Si:

fi(x)new =

∑T
t=1 γi(t) ∗ δx,Si∑T

t=1 γi(t)
(3.26)

For continuous values of x (as in the case of FRET), we have continuous emission functions fi(x) and
the equations need to be adjusted to obtain the mean and variance variables. The updated values for the
mean µi and sigma σi for a HMM with single Gaussian distributed emission functions is given by:

µnewi =

∑T
t=1 γi(t)xt∑T
t=1 γi(t)

(3.27)

σ2 new
i =

∑T
t=1 γi(t)(xt − µi)2∑T

t=1 γi(t)
. (3.28)

Once the optimized HMM parameters are found, the next step is to find the single most likely sequence
of hidden states Q given the modelM and the observation X . Since the HMM provides not only the
distribution of the observation values but also the probabilities for the transitions between the states,
a less likely transition to a certain state will also result in a lower population of this state. Without
this knowledge about the transition probabilities, one could only use the knowledge about the emission
function to determine the most likely state sequence. This would mean that there is always a finite
probability to visit any state even if this state actually is never populated. Similar to the forward algorithm
the probability δt(j) of the most likely sequence terminating at the state j at time T can be calculated
recursively by:

δt(j) = max
1≤i≤N

[δt−1(j)pij ] fj(xt) 2 ≤ t ≤ T and 1 ≤ j ≤ N. (3.29)

By choosing the state j with the highest final probability at time T and backtracking, the single best state
sequence can be found. This method is named after its inventor Viterbi who introduced it in 1967 [43].

Application of HMM to spFRET

In single-molecule applications, FRET is used as a molecular ruler to measure intra- and intermolecular
distances. The information from FRET can be used to monitor protein and DNA conformations e.g. dur-
ing protein folding, protein-protein interactions or protein-DNA interactions like TBP to DNA binding.
In these applications, a shot-noise limited FRET distribution can be interpreted as one conformational
state. Commonly, states are identified as subpopulations in FRET histograms with Gaussian distribution.
However, the distribution of the measured FRET values can also be used to obtain information about the
distribution of the underlying FRET states by employing a Photon Distribution Analysis (PDA) [44].
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For a static Gaussian-distributed FRET signal, the "hidden" FRET state can be determined directly with-
out a HMM by computing the average FRET value. The different FRET states within a dynamic FRET
signal can theoretically be separated manually or by means of a HMM. A manual selection of the differ-
ent states suffers from a subjective bias of what is to be considered a FRET state and practical feasibility4.
If the separation of the FRET states is significantly larger than the noise within the FRET signal, iden-
tification of the FRET states based on a threshold can be performed. In this case, an automated FRET
state segmentation based on e.g. FRET histograms, could be implemented. In contrast to the HMM ap-
proach, threshold methods do not consider transition rates or FRET distributions to identify FRET states
and, therefore, will always have an inferior performance.

Several aspects need to be considered when applying a HMM to single-molecule FRET data: How many
states are present, which FRET distribution to use, which parameters to train and how to train them.
There are different approaches to determine the number of states. The simplest is to infer the number of
states directly from the data e.g. by estimating the number of states within each FRET trace or from a
frame-wise FRET histogram. If the number of HMM states was overestimated, the HMM tends to "clus-
ter" several hidden states to very similar FRET values and not all HMM states need to be occupied in the
Viterbi-path. An effective way to visualize this "clustering" of states is the Transition Density Plot which
is described later. A more objective approach is the use of the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
[45]. Similar to a least squares fit, the likelihood of an HMM will increase with a increased number of
states. With the BIC, it is possible to compare the likelihoods of different models by adding a "penalty"
term for additional states. For experimental data, its application is debatable because finding a defined
global maximum in the BIC as function of the number of states can be challenging [46].

One advantage of using a HMM is, that it does take the distribution of the individual states (the emission
function) into account. The parameters of the emission function add degrees of freedom to the model and
need to be properly initialized and trained. The fluorescence intensity distributions of donor and accep-
tor signal are broadened by background fluorescence, shot-noise and the additional noise factor of the
EMCCD camera. Their intensities are Poisson distributed and can be approximated by a Gaussian dis-
tribution. Since FRET is calculated as a ratio between donor and acceptor fluorescence, the distribution
of the resulting FRET signal is non trivial (see Appendix A [46]). The FRET signal is best approxi-
mated by a beta distribution (see Chapter 4), but for the sake of simplicity, a Gaussian approximation
is commonly used [36]. Recently, a HMM model for the analysis of single-molecule FRET traces was
developed which adjusts the distribution of the emission function at each time point based on the total
intensities and the FRET value [46]. When training a HMM, not all parameters need to be optimized,
some parameters can be fixed to the initial value e.g. if the FRET distributions are known, it is sufficient
to train only the transition matrix. Constraining the training decreases the computational cost and makes
it possible to e.g. prevent artificially broadening of σ due to fluorescent blinking of the fluorophores. In
principle, there are two possibilities to train a HMM on FRET data: either, an individual HMM is trained
on the data from each molecule, or one HMM is trained on the data from all molecules. When training a
HMM on a set of traces the FRET distribution obtained from the HMM model does not only contain the

4The experimental data used in this work contains hundreds of thousands of transitions
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broadening of the FRET signal but also contains heterogeneities between different molecules. Special
care needs to be taken in the case where subpopulations with different properties are present e.g. states
with similar FRET values but with different transittiton rates might be assigned to the same state by a
broader distribution.

The visualization of the HMM model can be done either by the previously introduced Viterbi-path or
by means of the Transition Density Plot (TDP). The TDP is a two dimensional histogram where the
transitions from all m molecules from an initial state qmi to the final state qmf are superimposed as two
dimensional Gaussian distributions given by:

TDP(FRETi,FRETf) =
∑

transitions,traces

e
1
2

(
FRETi−q

m
i

2σm
i

+
FRETf−q

m
f

2σm
f

)2

(3.30)

and shown in Figure 3.13. The diagonal elements would correspond to a lack of transition for a given
time step and is not included in the TDP.

The FRET distributions- and rates can be directly obtained from the trained HMM or by the generation
of a Transition Density Plot (TDP).

If the HMM is trained without optimizing σ, the σ values can be set to a user defined default value for all
transitions. The TDP has is symmetric if the system is in equilibrium. Each Transition between two states
appears two times, first time for the forward reaction and the second time for the backward reaction. A
system with transitions between two states will display two clusters in the TDP plot. In the case that all
possible transitions between i states are possible, i2− i clusters of transition will appear in the TDP plot.
The number of clusters will be reduced to 2i− 2, if only transitions between neighbors are possible.

Within the TDP shown in Figure 3.13, clusters of transitions can be selected by an elliptical selection
tool. A dwell time histogram of all the transitions within the selection can be composed. This dwell time
histogram can be used to obtain the transition rate by fitting it to e.g. a monoexponential decay shown
in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.13.: Transition Density plot of the FRET values from a double-labeled DNA bound to TBP. The TDP
is generated from a HMM trained with 243 traces containing 10153 transitions and trained with a fixed
σ = 0.03. Eight clusters of transitions from 6 states are visible.
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Figure 3.14.: Dwell time histogram of a cluster of transitions selected from Figure 3.13 and fitted to a monoexpo-
nential decay. The dwell time is based on the cluster of transitions from 25% to 45% FRET.



4. Single-Molecule Photoswitchable
Nanodevice

Miniaturization of structures and manipulation of matter on an atomic scale have an immense potential.
With the advancements in technology it is not only possible to further increase integration for e.g. com-
puter circuitry, data and energy storage [47], but also new "enabling" technologies are emerging. Such
new developments in the field of nano-bio-technology range from diagnosis to treatment of diseases
e.g. bio-marker screening or drug delivery [48, 49]. In the field of material science, nanotechnology
can enable synthesis of novel materials with unique properties e.g. graphene with applications yet to be
discover [50, 51].

4.1. Introduction

Two general approaches for the manipulation and fabrication of objects in the nanometer scale have been
proposed [52]. The Top-down approach where a smaller object is formed from a larger one by means
of micro fabrication such as micro patterning, photo lithography, STM or AFM [53, 54]. In contrast,
the Bottom-up fabrication uses chemical properties of single molecules for molecular self-assembly such
as carbon-nanotubes, quantum-dots or DNA-origami [55, 56, 57]. The advantage of the self assembled
Bottom-up fabrication method is the possibility of massive parallelization. However, adding complexity
and functionality are currently a challenge.

Based on the specificity of Watson-Crick base pairing, nucleic acids are an excellent platform to direct
self assembly of structures in the nanometer scale. Fabrication of complex shapes as well as implemen-
tation of mechanic functions have been demonstrated in the past [57, 58, 59]. The use of fluorescent
labels increases functionality and enables the readout of the conformation of such devices for example
by spFRET [60, 61]. In this project, a self-assembled DNA-based nanodevice was investigated that can
be optically manipulated based on the optical switching properties of the fluorescent protein Dronpa.
Using Dronpa as a fluorescent donor and the synthetic dye Atto647N as an acceptor, the fluorescent state
of individual self-assembled nanodevices was read out and manipulated.
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4.2. Fluorescent Protein Dronpa

The Fluorescent Protein Dronpa1 is derived from the faintly fluorescent coral Pectiniidae. Its fluorescent
clone (22G) was isolated from a cDNA library and expressed in E. coli. The monomeric version (22Gm3)
of Dronpa with a weight of 28.8 kD was obtained by rational and random mutations [62]. It was found to
have two chromophore conformations with two corresponding absorption bands at 390 nm and 503 nm
[63, 64]. Due to the low fluorescence quantum yield of the conformation with the absorption band at
390 nm, absorption at this wavelength does not yield significant fluorescence. However, this so called
dark state can be photoconverted into the conformation with an absorption band at 503 nm through
photoisomerization within ms time scale [65, 66, 67]. In contrast to the dark state, this bright state has
a high fluorescence quantum yield of θfl = 0.85. Apart from the fluorescence emission upon absorption
at 503 nm the conformation of the chromophore is photoconverted into the non fluorescent dark state
(see Figure 4.1) [68, 69, 70]. This conversion process is reversible. In this project, Dronpa was used in
combination with a synthetic acceptor fluorophore as a switchable FRET donor.

405 nm 488 nm 518 nm 669 nm

dim state bright state

Dronpa
Donor

Atto647N
Acceptor

dark state FRET

Figure 4.1.: Schematics of the photodynamics of Dronpa in the presence of an acceptor. The dim state can be
excited with 405 nm light and is converted into the fluorescent bright state without fluorescence emission.
Illumination of Dronpa in the bright state with 488 nm can either yield fluorescence with an emission max-
imum at 518 nm or induce switching to a dark state (triplet state or another non-fluorescence intermediate
state) or reversible photoconversion to the dim state or FRET with the Atto647N acceptor.

1The name Dronpa was derived from the ninja term for vanishing "dron" and the abbreviation for photoactivation "pa"
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4.2.1. Structure

In the fluorescent bright state, Dronpa emits green light with a maximum at 518 nm upon excitation at
488 nm. The crystal structure revealed a GFP-like fold consisting of eleven-stranded ß-barrel enclosing
an α-helix containing the chromophore, a moiety formed from the Cys62-Tyr63-Gly64 (CYG) tripeptide
[64, 71, 72, 73]. In the fluorescencent bright(cis-state), the conformation of the CYG chain is slightly
non-coplanar. Whereas in the dark(trans-state), the CYG ring is tilted by 3̃0%.

Figure 4.2.: Crystal structure of Dronpa, front and top view rendered from PDB structure 2GXO. The CYG
tripeptide chromophore is shown in green as ball-and-stick model.

4.3. Sample preparation

Using bioconjugation methods, Dronpa was covalently coupled to a 20 base DNA (DNA1) strand at po-
sition 10 through a C2 amino linker. Alkylamino-modified DNA was activated with the heterobispecific
crosslinker sulfosuccinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl) cyclohexane-1-carboxalate (sSMCC), which con-
tains a thiol-reactive maleimide functionality in addition to an amino-reactive NHS group. The resulting
maleimide-modified DNA was then allowed to react with cystein residues of the Dronpa. The Dronpa-
DNA conjugate was purified by Anion Exchange Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) [74, 75].
A second 20 base DNA (DNA2) was labeled with the synthetic dye Atto647N at positions 3 or 5 (IBA
GmbH). To combine both DNA strands, a third 40 base DNA strand (DNA3), complementary to DNA1
and DNA2, was used as shown in Figure 4.3. DNA1 and DNA2 were phosphorylated and ligated using
T4 Kinase and Ligase (New England Biolabs Inc). The conjugates were stored in TETBS buffer (20mM
tris-HCL, 150mM NaCl, 5mM EDTA, 0.005% Tween20, pH 7.5).
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5'

5'3'

3'

AGA AAT AGT AGG ACA CCG TA  TCA GAC CCT CAT TAT GTT GG

TCT TTA TCA XCC TGT GGC AT AGT CXG GGA GTA ATA CAA CC

5'

5'3'

3'

AGA AAT AGT AGG ACA CCG TA  TCA GAC CCT CAT TAT GTT GG

TCT TTA TCA XCC TGT GGC AT AGX CTG GGA GTA ATA CAA CC

DNA3

DNA3

DNA1
10

DNA2
5

DNA1
10

DNA2
3

Figure 4.3.: Schematics of the two DNA nanodevices used. The complex consist of a 20 base DNA fragment
linked with Dronpa at position 10 from the 5’ end (DNA1), a 20 base DNA strand with Atto647N attached
to position 5 (upper complex) or 3 (lower complex) from the 5’ end (DNA2), and a 40 base DNA strand
complementary to both DNA1 and DNA2 with a biotin attached to the 3’ end. The grey link between DNA1
and DNA2 signifies the ligation of the two DNAs

Using a surface functionalized TIRF Prism the biotinylated 3’-end of DNA3 was tethered to the surface
as shown in Figure 4.4.

With the Experimental Setup described in 2.3, fluorescence from individual immobilized constructs was
imaged as shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4.: A schematic representation of the immobilization method used for the experiments. Two construct
with 15 and 13 base pairs separation between donor and acceptor molecule are shown on the left and right,
respectively. Both constructs were tethered to the surface through the biotinylated 3’ end of DNA3 via a
PEG-biotin-streptavidin linkage.

Figure 4.5.: The fluorescence detected from individual nanodevices tethered to the surface. The fluorescence from
Dronpa and Atto647 are color-coded in green and red respectively.

For live-cell measurements, the construct was incubated with 300 nm polystyrol beads (Kisker Biotech)
coated with streptavidin. Unbound DNA was removed by centrifuging beads and replacing the supernant
with buffer.
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4.4. Dronpa as a FRET switch

4.4.1. Single-Molecule experiments

To investigate the photoswitching properties of the nanodevice, the fluorescence intensities of individ-
ual surface-immobilizes nanodevices were recorded. The response of the fluorophore to changes in the
illumination was measured by using an alternating excitation scheme. With the experimental setup de-
scribed in Chapter 2.3, the fluorescence under different combinations of illumination from both laser
sources (405 nm and 488 nm) was recorded. The following combination of excitation wavelengths were
used for the single-molecule experiments, as illustrated in Figure 4.6, lower panel:

Table 4.1.: Summary of the excitation scheme used for the single-molecule experiments.
frames excitation emission Dronpa conformation
1− 5 405 nm no fluorescence conversion to bright-state
6− 15 488 nm exponential decay conversion to dark-state
16− 25 488 nm + 405 nm constant fluorescence continuous reactivation
26− 35 488 nm exponential decay conversion to dark-state
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Figure 4.6.: The photoswitching of Dronpa averaged over 4092 single-molecule traces (upper panel). The excita-
tion sequence is shown in the lower panel. The Dronpa intensity is shown in green and the Atto647N intensity
is shown in red.

The response of the donor (Dronpa) and acceptor (Atto647N) fluorescence averaged from 4092 molecules
is shown in Figure 4.6, upper panel. The observed fluorescence during illumination with 405 nm is less
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than 2% of the maximum fluorescence. This is due to the low fluorescence quantum yield of the dark
state.

In contrast to ensemble measurements or averaged single-molecule measurements (see Figure 4.6), flu-
orescence of single Dronpa molecules doesn’t change gradually during photo-conversion. Photoisomer-
ization is completed very fast compared to the time resolution of the experimental setup [76] and in turn
only discrete transitions between the bright and dark states are observed as shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7.: The photoswitching of a single Dronpa-DNA-Atto647N complexe with a time resolution of 100 ms
per frame. The Dronpa intensity is shown in green and the Atto647N intensity is shown in red (upper panel).
The excitation sequence is shown in the lower panel.

During illumination with 405 nm + 488 nm light, the donor and acceptor fluorescence is approximately
constant. This shows the stability of the construct indicated by static FRET. To evaluate how sensitive
the FRET measurements are to changes in the position where the Dronpa protein is linked to the DNA,
both constructs shown in Figure 4.3 were investigated. Since the Atto647N dye used is much more
photostable than Dronpa, no photobleaching of Atto647N could be observed, which would be needed
for determination of the γ-factor. To evaluate changes in FRET and in turn distance, the Proximity Ratio
(PR) was used. The PR, given in Eq. 4.1, was used to quantify the amount of energy transfered between
Dronpa and Atto647N molecule:

PR =
IA

ID + IA
(4.1)
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The distribution of PR values can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. However, for PR values
close to 0 or 1, a Beta distribution is more accurate [77] and is given by

P (x|a, b) =
Γ (a+ b)

Γ (a) + Γ (b)
xa−1 (1− x)b−1 , (4.2)

with mean µ and variance σ2

µ =
a

a+ b
and σ2 =

a ∗ b
(a+ b)2 (a+ b+ 1)

(4.3)

The PR was used to compare the constructs and test if three bases difference in donor-aceptor distance
can be resolved by FRET measurements. The mean PR for each construct was obtained by fitting the
histogram of PR values with a Beta distribution as shown in Figure 4.8. Only PR values obtained during
illumination with 405 nm + 488 nm, where the donor and acceptor intensities are constant, were used.
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Figure 4.8.: Histogram of proximity ratios for individual switching events of single molecules for the two con-
structs shown in Fig 1A with 13 bp (black) and 15 bp (grey) separation between attachments points of Dronpa
and Atto647N. The histograms were fit with a Beta distribution, yielding a mean proximity value and vari-
ance of µ = 0.36, σ2 = 0.012 and µ = 0.19, σ2 = 0.006 for the constructs with 13 bp and 15 bp separation
between donor and acceptor respectively.

Differences in FRET values should be reflected in the average time before photoconversion. Higher
FRET values mean higher rate for energy transfer between the excited state of the Dronpa molecule and
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the acceptor. The higher this rate is, the less time Dronpa spends in the excited state. Since photocon-
version takes place from the excited state, the average time before photoconversion should be longer for
the construct with higher FRET. This relation between FRET and photoconversion time was confirmed
by comparing a construct with and without acceptor. The time for photo-conversion from the bright to
the dark state upon excitation with 488 nm light was determined by fitting the fluorescence decay which
is averaged from single molecules as shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9.: The average fluorescence decay of Dronpa with 488 nm excitation switching to the dark state in the
presence (black) and absence (grey) of an acceptor. In constructs with a photoactive acceptor, the donor-
acceptor separation was 13 bp. Lines represent a fit to an exponential decay with lifetimes of 242 ms and 180
ms for constructs with and without a FRET acceptor respectively.

Thus, the presence of the acceptor not only acts as protection from photobleaching (see A.4) but also
protects from photoconversion.

4.4.2. Live-Cell Imaging Measurements

With the development of genetically-encoded fluorescent-proteins e.g. GFP, live-cell imaging has be-
come a versatile tool to investigate the functions of proteins in their native environment [78]. One of
the biggest technical challenges for live-cell experiments is to keep the cells healthy while probing their
internal functions. The probes used to gather information from inside the cells have to fulfill several
requirements. Beside being small enough in size to prevent interference with the cells native function,
they need to be addressable remotely without mechanical interactions. Optical controllability together
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with nano meter size of the construct used in the project described in the previous section, makes it pre-
destined for use in the live-cell environment. In combination with lock-in amplification, the nanodevice
can be used to actively enhance the SN ratio and to sense the pH value in the local environment.

Lock-in amplification is based on the principle of modulating the signal of interest with a specific carrier
wave. To recover the signal of interest in the presence of a strong noise floor, the measured signal is
multiplied with the carrier wave and intergated or filtered by a low-pass filter. Only those components of
the measured signal which match the frequency and phase of the carrier wave contribute to the output.
Noise which is not correlated with the carrier wave does not contribute to the output and thus the Signal to
Noise ratio is improved. There are several technical implementations of this method, mostly used in elec-
tronic signal amplification. Recently, lock-in amplification was extended to optical signals and applied to
amplify FRET and this enabled detection of FRET signals below 1% [79]. The method of using Lock-in
amplification in combination with fluorescent probes was named Optical Lock-In Detection (OLID). In
the experiment described in this section, lock-in amplification was used for signal enhancement and lo-
calization of spatially confined regions containing an optically switchable construct. To spatially confine
and increase the local concentration of the signal generating label, 300 nm polystyrol beads were linked
with the construct used in the previous experiments. To test the usability of this method in the live-cell
environment, stably eGFP-tubulin tranfected HeLa cells were incubated with those beads. Imaging was
performed on a spinning-disk confocal microscope (Revolution System, Andor). The switching prop-
erties of Dronpa were used to modulate the fluorescence intensity with a carrier wave, in this case the
frequency of the alternating illumination at 405 nm. The cells were continuously illuminated at 488 nm
and additionally, in two out of 10 frames, at 405 nm. This additional excitation was synchronized to
the detection to ensure reproducible modulation. The average fluorescence intensity image is shown in
Figure 4.10. This image contains both channels, the green channel (left), with the Dronpa and eGFP
fluorescence signal and the red channel (right), with the fluorescence signal originating from FRET.
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Figure 4.10.: Live-cell imaging experiments with a photoswitchable nanodevice. HeLa cells stably transfected
with eGFP-tubulin were incubated for 2 hours with 300 nm polystyrol beads coated with streptavidin and the
Dronpa-Atto647N-DNA constructs. The excitation is alternated with 2 frames of 405 nm excitation followed
by 8 frames of 488 nm excitation and data was collected at a frame rate of 10 Hz or one switching-cycle per
second. The fluorescence intensity averaged over two cycles (without 405 nm excitation) is shown with the
eGFP and Dronpa fluorescence in the left channel and the FRET signal in the right channel (multiplied by a
factor of 5). The red and green squares indicate the regions used for the FFT-Anylsis shown in Figures 4.12

Since the majority of the green fluorescence originates from the eGFP signal, the Dronpa coated beads
can not be located in the mean intensity image. In the intensity image, the fluorescence signal is filtered
based on emission spectra. The left channel contains green fluorescence and the right channel the red
fluorescence. Since both Dronpa and eGFP have similar emission spectra, both fluorophores are de-
tected in the green channel and a filtering based on spectral properties is difficult to achieve. In the red
channel, fluorescence originating from the FRET acceptor was detected. Since the fluorescence from the
Atto647N, used as the acceptor in the construct, is the only source of red fluorescence, the bead is clearly
visible in the red channel. In contrast to spectral filtering of the fluorescence signal, OLID separates the
signals based on switching dynamics. One possible implementation of OLID is the use of a Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT) analysis to calculate the power spectrum of the fluorescence intensities at each
pixel [24] and to apply a frequency filter to the output. The fluorescence intensities and power spectrum
from the pixels from two selected regions (highlighted in Figure 4.10) are shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.11.: Intensity and power spectrum of a region indicated by a red square in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.12.: Intensity and power spectrum of the two regions indicated by a red and green square in Figure
4.10. Red: The fluorescence intensity is strongly modulated by the 1 Hz carrier wave. Green: Slow
photobleaching of fluorescence and no modulation of the fluorescence with the carrier wave.

By modulating the signal with the carrier wave, the signal of interest is shifted to higher frequencies,
away from the DC contribution of the constant eGFP fluorescence. A FFT analysis was performed at
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each pixel of the intensity image. A bandpass frequency filter summing up all power contributions at the
switching frequency was applied to the power spectrum. The output of the frequency filter was used to
compose a filtered image as shown in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13.: Image of the frequency filtered FFT computed for the intensities at each pixel. The regions with
strongly modulated fluorescence intensities are amplified. The Dronpa coated bead is clearly visible in this
image while the constant eGFP fluorescence of the HeLa cell is filtered out.

From their physical characteristics, optically controlled nanodevices are ideal probes for investigating
processes in living cells. The possibility of constructing a nanodevice which can reversibly switch FRET
was demonstrated in vitro. In the next step, the functionality of this nanodevice was tested in the context
of live-cell measurements. The photo-conversion properties were used to localize the nanodevice in the
presence of other fluorescence labels in live-cells using the recently introduced method of optical lock-in
detection (OLID) [79]. The principle of OLID is to switch the fluorescence intensity of a particular con-
struct in a controlled fashion and then detect signals that change at the same frequency. Hence, the signal
from the nanodevice is distinguished from that of cellular fluorescence through the switching behavior
of the nanodevice rather than spectral separation. The method presented in this Section could be used
to simultaneously track and probe individual constructs in live cells (e.g. uptake of virus particles). The
time resolution needed for tracking could be achieved by the development of fast switching proteins and
cameras with shorter exposure times. The methods described in this Section could be extended to com-
bine different Fluorescent Proteins (FP) within FRET distance. Resonance energy transfer over multiple
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FP’s could be realized. Using photo-switchable FP’s, the direction of the energy transfer could be con-
trolled. The nanodevice used in this project is basically a logical And-gate. Based on the combination of
different photo-switchable gates, an optically addressable "Calculator" could be realized.
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4.4.3. Dronpa as pH sensor

Fluorescent non-invasive indicators of pH are of great interest to measure the proton concentration in
the cytosol of cells. Typical methods to optically sense pH are fluorescence intensity based and measure
the pH dependence of the absolute fluorescence intensity [80] or the pH dependence of the fluorescence
spectrum [81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88]. Advanced methods have been developed which are based on
the pH dependence of the fluorescence lifetime [89, 90]. Fluorescence lifetime based methods require
extensive experimental equipment and intensity-based pH sensing methods have various other short-
comings such as uncertainty of the local label concentration due to lack of control in label expression,
dilution or photo-bleaching and difficulties in discriminating between different sources of fluorescence
(e.g. autofluorescence or presence of other fluorescent markers). The protonation state of Dronpa and
in turn its absorption spectra strongly depend on the pH of the local aqueous environment (see Figure
4.14). The efficiency of photo-conversion between the two fluorescence states depends on the absorption
and in term on the pH for a constant illumination intensity. Since Dronpa can be photo-converted repeti-
tively, as shown in the previous section, the dynamic of the photo-conversion can be probed continuously.
Based on the photo-conversion dynamic of Dronpa, a method for pH sensing in the live-cell environment
was developed using a spinning-disc confocal microscope. The combination of standard time domain
microscopy to obtain the raw intensity images with the advantages of the frequency domain analysis
enables this Lock-in amplified pH sensing (LAPS) method to measure pH independently of the absolute
fluorescence intensity, photo-bleaching or any static fluorescence, making this method well suited for
investigating processes in a live cell context.

Figure 4.14.: Absorption spectrum of Dronpa under different pH conditions (from [63]).

A Dronpa construct, based on the construct used in the experiment described in Section 4.4.2 but without
an acceptor, was linked to polysterole beads as shown in Figure 4.15.

The beads were imaged with a spinning-disc confocal microscope2 using constant 488 nm illumination
and 2 out of 10 frames were illuminated with 405 nm and illumination after every 10 frames, as described

2The 405 nm laser was not part of the commercial setup and was guided directly to the objective externally
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Figure 4.15.: A schematic of construct linked to the surface of beads.

in Section 4.4.2 (see Figure 4.16). The excitation cycle was repeated 30 times and a TIFF image stack
was recorded.

 

 

Figure 4.16.: Average intensity image of beads at the surface obtained by spinning-disc confocal microscopy.

The intensity information in each pixel was used to compute a FFT in time. To determine the strength
of the modulation at each of these pixels, a frequency band-pass filter was used. The band-pass filter
extracts the amplitude of the frequency component at the frequency used for modulation (1 Hz) and their
higher harmonics. The amplitudes are obtained for each pixel and are used to compose the filtered OLID
image shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17.: Frequency filtered intensity image. A FFT analysis was applied to each individual pixel and the
result filtered with a band pass filter. The contrast is increased compared to Figure 4.16
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The intensities of individual beads did stretch out over several pixels and the intensity information of
those pixels were averaged to obtain the average intensity of each bead at every frame. Each individual
Regions Of Interest (ROI) covers the pixels containing the fluorescence of individual beads. To automate
this process, a threshold was applied to the OLID image and the individual ROIs were identified. The
OLID image has higher contrast than the average intensity image and in turn is best suited to perform
the isolation of pixels containing Dronpa fluorescence. The average modulation of the fluorescence
intensities for a ROI is shown in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18.: Modulation of the fluorescence intensity averaged over the pixels of one ROI. The intensity was
corrected for photobleaching by subtraction of the mean intensity of every switching cycle.

The average of the exponential decays for each switching cycle should stay constant and can be used to
correct for photobleaching by setting it to zero. This can be done by subtracting the average intensity
from every switching cycle. The two frames with additional 405 nm fluorescence were cut out and only
the frames containing the decays were considered. This averaged intensity trace is fitted to a mono-
exponential decay as shown in Figure 4.19.

Since the photo-conversion from the bright to the dark state occurs in the excited state of the bright-
state (see Figure 4.1), the photo-conversion dynamic strongly depends on the intensity of the 488 nm
illumination. Care needs to be taken to account for inhomogeneities in the illumination profile. To correct
for an inhomogeneous illumination, the fluorescence intensity of a homogeneous fluorescent sample
(Fluorescent slides, Chroma Technology) was imaged3 (see Figure 4.20). This image was normalized
to 1 by dividing every pixel by the maximum intensity. Using the normalized illumination profile, the
switching times for different beads was corrected based on their locations on the surface.

The farther away a bead is from the center with maximum 488 nm intensity (see Figure 4.20), the lower
the local illumination intensity is. The lower the illumination at 488 nm, the longer the fluorescence
on-time is. By multiplying the fluorescence on-time with the normalized intensity map, the influence of

3The Andor Ixon+ EM-CCD camera has almost perfect linearity in the intensity range used
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Figure 4.19.: Modulation of the fluorescence intensity for one ROI. The Intensity was corrected for photobleaching
by subtraction of the mean intensity. The intensity is fitted to an mono-exponential decay.
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Figure 4.20.: Profile of fluorescence excitation normalized to 1

the illumination profile was accounted for. The effect of this normalization procedure on the fluorescence
on-time is shown in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21.: Fluorescence on-time as function of distance from the center with maximum intensity. Red: without
correction of the inhomogeneous illumination profile, Blue: with correction

The analysis was repeated for all beads localized within the field of view. For each ROI, the mean
fluorescence on-time was obtained. The decay time of every bead was used to compose an image where
the fluorescence on-time is color-coded as shown in Figure 4.22.

In order to calibrate this fluorescence on-time with a pH value, measurements under different pH condi-
tions were performed. The lifetime of the bright state, the average fluorescence on-time, decreases with
increasing buffer pH. The lifetime averaged over all ROIs as function of the buffer pH is shown in Figure
4.23. The standard deviation between different ROIs is shown as error bars in the plot. The sensitivity of
the pH measurement depends on the slope of the curve and is biggest for small pH values. The relation
between the lifetime τ(pH) and the pH value was compared with the absorption spectrum of Dronpa.
The lifetime τ(pH) is in good agreement with the change of the absorption spectra of Dronpa as function
of the pH value (see Figure 4.14), as shown in Figure 4.23 as red triangles.

The slope of τ(pH) as a function of the switching life time decreases with increasing pH value. As
a result, the accuracy of pH determination is higher for low pH values. For pH values above 6.5, the
accuracy of the lifetime determination is not sufficient to give a upper bound of the pH values. The
accuracy of the pH measurements is given in Table 4.2.

For each set of experiments, the 488 nm excitation intensity was kept constant. The relationship between
excitation intensity and fluorescence on-time is linear as reported previously [66]. To determine the
slope, the experiment was repeated under various excitation conditions.

The application of the nanodevice, containing Dronpa as active element, for sensing the pH value in the
live-cell environment, was demonstrated. The switching dynamics need to be calibrated for the excitation
conditions to obtain absolute pH values. There are two factors which can be improved: The accuracy of
pH determination and the time resolution. The accuracy of the pH determination depends on the quality
of the switching-time measurement. The accuracy of the switching-time measurement can be improved
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Figure 4.22.: Image of ROIs color-coded with fluorescence on-time corrected for the illumination profile.

Table 4.2.: Accuracy of pH measurements based on the switching time of Dronpa. The function τ(pH) was
fitted with a second-order polynomial and used to solve the pH values given the measured life times τ +- the
standard deviations of the lifetime measurements.

buffer pH - +
5.5 5.2 5.9
6.0 5.7 6.1
6.5 6.3 7.1
7.0 6.6 -
7.5 6.9 -
8.0 6.9 -

by increasing the fluorescent signal obtained from the nanodevice. The fluorescence intensity of the
nanodevice can be increased by increasing excitation intensity. Increasing the illumination at 488 nm
will also make the switching time faster. One approach to improve both factors, time resolution and
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Figure 4.23.: Average fluorescence on-time as function of buffer pH. circles: on-times from fitting fluorescence
decay; triangles: absorption at 488 nm from 4.23, normalized to the measured lifetime at pH 5.5. Error bars
are the standard deviation of ROIs.
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Figure 4.24.: Fluorescence on-time as function of illumination intensity at 488 nm. The slope obtained from the
linear fit of −8.4 is in agreement with the slope of −7.6 calculated from the data published in [66]. For a
theoretical derivation, see supplimental information in [66]

accuracy, is the use of fluorescent proteins with fast switching times and cameras with short exposure
times.



5. Modulation of TBP binding to the TATA-box
by Mot1

5.1. Introduction

Regulation of gene expression is essential for an organism as it allows a cell to adapt to changes in
the environment [91] and it drives the process of cellular differentiation [92, 93, 94]. Although this
regulation is essential, misguided regulation can be fatal by leading to uncontrolled cell growth and tumor
formation [95]. This regulation can take place at various steps during protein biosynthesis starting from
transcriptional control till translational regulation[96, 97]. For transcriptional regulation, TBP occupancy
of the promoter site is of particular interest (see Section 5.1.3). The amount of TBP associated with the
promoter can be up-regulated by active recruitment of TBP to the promoter site by interactions with other
proteins. One of the proteins which is able to recruit TBP to the promoter site is the Spt3p subunit of
the multi subunit SAGA (Spt-Ada-Gcn5-acetyltransferase) complex. The SAGA complex is required
for transcription for some RNA polymerase II (PolII) dependent genes [98, 99]. Negative regulation
of transcription can be accomplished by reducing the number of TBP molecules available for promoter
binding through dimerization [100, 101], mobilizing of TBP at the core promoter site by the Negative
Cofactor 2 (NC2) [102, 103] or by dissociation of bound TBP through the ATPase activity of Modifier of
transcription 1 (Mot1). In this work the role of the Mot1 on TBP binding to the TATA-box is investigated.
In Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.4 a model of how Mot1 dissociates TBP is developed and in Section 5.2.2 a model
for the role of Mot1 for gene activation is proposed.

5.1.1. Protein biosynthesis

Proteins are build from a chain of amino acids. The sequence of the amino acids is determined by the
sequence of the DNA. The region of the DNA which contains the sequence for a particular protein is
called gene. Twenty different amino acids can be encoded by the DNA. Amino acids consist of an amino
group, a carboxylic acid group and a side-chain. Individual amino acids are polymerized in a linear chain
by the formation on an amide linkage. This condensation reaction does not occur directly but instead
individual amino acids are attached to specific transfer RNA (tRNA) through an ester bond. Each tRNA
contains an anticodon, a base triplet used to match an amino acid to the sequence encoded in the mRNA.
With the help of ribosomes those tRNAs are joined together to form the primaty structure, a polypeptide
chain with a defined sequence of amino acids. The secondary structure is the three-dimensional folding
of local segments and can be classified by geometric terms in α-helix or β-sheet. The secondary structure
is formed by hydrogen bonds between the backbone of the chain. The three-dimensional structure of the
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protein is defined by the positions of the atoms and is called the tertiary structure. Proteins can form
a compound of several individual subunits. This complex can contain several proteins of the same type
or can be a mixture of different proteins. The spacial structure of this complex is called the quaternary
structure. Despite the complexity of the interactions involved in formation of the quaternary structure,
structure and function of proteins are determined by the sequence of the peptide chain. Great effort
has been taken to optimize computational methods to predict the final structure given only the sequence
information of the amino acids. However, due to the enormous degrees of freedom in the folding process,
predicting the tertiary structure or quaternary structure is challenging. The computational methods
available today are at best of limited accuracy [104]. Determination of protein structures depend largely
on well established methods such as X-ray crystallography, NMR-spectroscopy and increasingly on cryo-
electron microscopy [105]. Recently, single-molecule methods were used to infer structural information
from FRET data. Pairs of positions within a protein were labeled with donor and acceptor fluorophores.
The FRET values recorded were used to determine the relative positions of the labels and to monitor
conformational changes [106, 107].

5.1.2. The TATA-box

The so called TATA-box is composed of a locally confined and evolutionary highly conserved A-T-rich
DNA sequence. It is located about 30 bp upstream of about 10% of genes in humans [108]. Initially,
it was called the "Goldberg-Hogness" box, who first observed this sequence [109]. The importance of
the TATA-box is in its role as primary binding site of the TATA-box binding protein (TBP), which itself
is the platform for assembly of the multi-subunit Preinitiation Complex (PIC) [110, 111]. However,
only about 10% of mammalian genes are TATA-box associated but all require TBP binding for PIC
formation [112, 113]. The TATA-box belongs to the group of core promoters such as BRE, MTE, and
XCPE1. The core promoters are defined as sequences located in the proximity of the gene Transcription
Start Siteable (TSS) and which are able to initiate transcription [114]. The TATA-box and subsequently
TBP binding nucleates the PIC formation and assembly in all three polymerases (POLI, II and III) in
archaeal and eukaryotic organsisms. Binding of TBP to the TATA-box is the first step in the transcription
of ribosomal-, messanger- and transport-RNA. It was reported from in vivo experiments that for some
genes the orientation of the transcription is not determined by the orientation of the TATA-box and it was
suggested that interaction of TBP and the PIC with other TFs ultimatiely determines the transcirptional
orientation [115, 116]. Modulation of the interaction of TBP with promoter sites is therefore an efficient
strategy for regulating gene expression in vivo.

5.1.3. The TATA-box binding Protein

The TATA-box binding protein (TBP) is a 27kD evolutionary highly conserved monomeric protein which
consists of two symmetrical subdomains, each with five beta-strands and two alpha-helices [117, 118,
119, 120]. It is speculated that TBP has evolved from a homodimer by gene duplication and fusion
[121]. TBP binds the TATA-box with a modest specificity of 103 − 105 fold preference for binding the
TATA-box over a random DNA sequence [122, 100, 123, 124, 125] with an high affinity of about 10 nM
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[126, 127, 128]. Binding of TBP to promoters that do not contain a TATA sequence require additional
TBP-associated factors (TAFs) [129]. Binding of TBP to DNA observed in vitro is highly stable [130]
and induces an approximately 90° bend of the DNA towards the major groove as shown in Figure 5.1.

A B

Figure 5.1.: Crystal Structure of TBP bound to the TATA-box (based on PDB structure 1RM1). N- and C-Terminal
half of TBP are color coded in red and blue, respectively. The TATA-box is color coded yellow. A: front view,
B: side view

It was reported that the DNA bending plays a role in nucleosome sliding [131]. In contrast to in vitro
studies, in vivo experiments revealed a highly dynamic pool of TBP molecules [132, 133]. TBP binds the
TATA-box through its curved eight-stranded antiparallel beta sheet which recognizes the minor groove
of the TATA-box via an induced-fit mechanism. Upon binding of TBP to DNA, TBP inserts two pairs
of phenylalanins into the first T-A and between the last 2 bp of the TATA-box. Additionally, forma-
tion of hydrogen bonds between two asparagines (N69 and N159) and the center of the TATA-box also
contributes to the deformation of the DNA [134, 111]. The binding affinity of TBP to the TATA-box is
lowered by interaction of the N-terminal of TBP with the TATA-box containing DNA. It was reported
that removal of the N-terminal domain increases the binding affinity of TBP to the TATA-box [135]. The
first crystal structures suggested uni-directional binding of the highly symmetrical TBP to the TATA-box
[122, 134, 136, 137]. However, in the following years it became clear that TBP binds the TATA-box in
both directions [138] and almost without preferred orientation [116, 139, 121]. The preference for the
proper binding orientation is enhanced by TFIIA or TFIIB to approximately 80% [140, 141]. It has been
suggested that binding and bending of the TATA-box by TBP takes place in a single step [128]. Based on
FRET ensemble experiments a three step model of TATA-box binding of TBP was proposed with the for-
mation of a stable final binary complex as seen in the crystal structure [142, 128, 143, 144]. This model
was supported by the findings of Tolic-Nørrelykke who observed that TBP induces a three step dynamic
in the bending of the TATA-box containing DNA [145]. TBPs function as PIC nucleation site is essential
for transcription by all three RNA polymerases [146, 147]. It was shown that TBP occupany at the core
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promoter site is correlated with transcriptional activity [148]. Since TBP binding to the TATA-box is the
initial and rate limiting step of PIC formation and in turn gene transcription, modulation of the interac-
tion of TBP and DNA is a prime target for gene regulation [149, 150]. This concept is supported by the
finding that the TBP occupancy of the TATA-box correlates with the amount of transcription product of
that gene [148]. Since only a minority of human genes are associated with the TATA-box as promoter,
TBP binding to non TATA sequences is required [151, 125, 113]. The influence of TBP dimerization on
the binding of TBP to DNA and in turn gene expression is still under discussion [152, 118].

5.1.4. The Mot1 protein

Mot1 (Modulator of transcription 1) is a 210 kDa protein encoded in the BUR3-gene1 and a member of
the Snf2/Swi2-family of ATPases [154, 155, 156]. Despite sharing conserved helicase domains Mot1
does not track along DNA [157] and has no helicase activity [158, 159, 160]. Mot1 binds to TBP and to
the binary TBP/DNA complex but does not bind to DNA alone [161, 160].

Figure 5.2.: Crystal Structure of Mot1 bound to the TBP (kindly provided by Petra Wollmann). TBP is shown in
blue and Mot1 in yellow.

Mot1 requires a 17bp upstream DNA handle to dissociate TBP from DNA [162]. The HEAT repeats
contained in the N-terminal of Mot1 are required to mediate association with TBP [163] and potentially

1the human homolog is BTAF1 [153]
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serves as a scaffold for protein-protein interactions [164]. The C-terminus contains the ATPase domain
essential for TBP dissociation. Mot1’s function as a repressor and activator is essential for regulation
of transcription by Polymerase II in vivo [161]. Gene repression can be explained by Mot1’s ability in
vitro to remove TBP from DNA in an ATP dependent manner [161]. Several models have been discussed
regarding how Mot1 utilizes the energy provided by ATP to dissociate TBP from DNA including induced
conformational changes within the structure of TBP [165], conformational changes induced in the DNA
[165], mechanical displacement of TBP through translocation along the DNA [158] and ATP driven con-
formational change of Mot1 which modulates TBP/DNA binding [166]. However, how Mot1’s ATPase
activity contributes to gene activation is not fully understood. Several models for the role of Mot1 in gene
activation have been discussed, including recycling and redistribution of TBP from non-active transcrip-
tion start sites [167, 157], modulation of TBP binding affinity to DNA [161, 165, 168] or interactions
with nucleosome remodeling [169, 170].

5.2. Interaction of Mot1 with the TBP/DNA binary complex

To investigate whether the presence of Mot1 modulates the conformation of the binary TBP/DNA com-
plex, two different approaches were used. One approach is to monitor the changes in conformation
between TBP and DNA. In this case a specifically donor labeled TBP mutant together with an acceptor
labeled dsDNA containing the TATA-box serves as a FRET pair (see Section 5.2.1). With this assay, the
relative position of the label in the N-terminal part of TBP with respect to the downstream part of the
TATA-box can be observed. Since TBP and DNA are fluorescently labeled the formation of the binary
complex can be monitored directly by FRET. The second approach is to monitor the changes in the DNA
conformation by FRET between a FRET pair attached to the dsDNA (see Section 5.2.2).

5.2.1. Conformational changes of the TBP/DNA complex

TBP binds tightly to the minor groove of the TATA-box and interacts with the DNA several base pairs
up-and downstream from it [158]. It was reported that Mot1 binds to the upstream part of the TATA-box
and that Mot1 binding to this binary complex does change the interaction of TBP with the TATA-box
flanking regions [158]. It was shown that Mot1 dissociates TBP from DNA in an ATP-dependent manner
[171]. In a recently published crystal structure of the binary Mot1/TBP complex, it was shown that
Mot1 binds TBP directly in the saddle shaped TBP/TATA-box binding surface via a loop like structure
[166]. In this section, the influence of Mot1 binding on the conformation of the TBP/DNA complex is
investigated.

Experiments and Results

The assay described in this Section is used to monitor the influences of Mot1 on the conformation of
the TBP/DNA complex. FRET between the labeled C61 mutant of TBP and labeled DNA containing
the TATA-box from the H2B promoter was recorded as illustrated in Figure 5.3A. After preincubating
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TBP with DNA, Mot1 was added and allowed to bind to the binary TBP/DNA complex. Individual
ternary complexes were surface immobilized. To remove any excess of unbound complexes and free
TBP, Mot1 or DNA the flow chamber was flushed with working buffer prior data acquisition. In contrast
to ensemble measurements where unbound Mot1 or TBP remains in solution, here only the immobilized
binary/ternary complexes are available for the reaction.

Molecules with two types of FRET behavior could be observed: molecules that displayed either static or
dynamic FRET during the time window of observation. The majority (6̃0%) of DNA/TBP/Mot1 com-
plexes before ATP addition display static FRET2. Interestingly, the fraction of static complexes increased
after ATP addition to over 90% at the cost of a decreasing amount of dynamic complexes. The absolute
number of complexes did not significantly change after ATP addition.

A sample trace for static FRET is shown in Figure 5.3 B. The transitions observed from complexes show-
ing dynamic FRET includes fast stepwise transitions and gradual changes in FRET (see Supplemental
Figures in Appendix A.3 for sample trace). Due to this heterogeneity in FRET dynamics, only complexes
with static FRET were considered for analysis and for composing the histograms in Figure 5.3.

The molecule-wise FRET histogram of the preincubation binary TBP/DNA complexes, compared with
the FRET histogram of the ternary complex, before and after 1 mM ATP addition is shown in Figure
5.3C.

The parameters from fitting the FRET histogram shown in Figure 5.3 with two or three Gaussian is given
in Table 5.1. Upon preincubation with Mot1, a third high FRET conformation appears and is accounted
for by extending the double-Gaussian fit model used to fit the TBP/DNA and TBP/DNA/Mot1 histograms
to a triple-Gaussian distribution.

Table 5.1.: Parameters of the normal-distributions obtained by fitting the molecule-wise FRET histogram shown
in Figure 5.3. µ and σ values are given in % of FRET. The relative amplitude of the Gaussian distribution A
is given in %.

S1 S2 S3

A µ σ A µ σ A µ σ

TBP/DNA 85 25 16 15 34 34 - - -
TBP/DNA/Mot1 15 25 15 13 41 32 72 78 21
+ATP 75 24 18 25 32 36 - - -

For the binary TBP/DNA complex, a low FRET efficiency of about 25% with a shoulder at 35% is ob-
served. If the complexes are preincubated with Mot1, a drastic increase in FRET between the label on
the DNA upstream of the TATA-box and TBP is observed. This induced increase of FRET is reversed
by ATP addition as shown in Figure 5.3C. To test if ATP binding or ATP hydrolysis restores the low
FRET population, the same experiment was performed with ATPγS. Addition of 1 mM ATPγS almost
completely restored the low-FRET population. The minor fraction of molecules in the high-FRET pop-

2The number of molecules for each type was estimated by averaging the number of molecules found within the field of view
for different recordings.
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Figure 5.3.: Conformational changes of the TBP/DNA complex induced by preincubation with Mot1. Initial FRET
distribution was restored after sequential addition of ATP/ATPγS. A: Scheme of surface immobilization of
sample. The TBP-containing complexes are bound to a quartz surface, passivated by PEGylation, via a biotin-
streptavidin bond. B: Single-molecule trace of a static DNA/TBP/Mot1 complex. Upper panel: The donor
and acceptor intensities are shown in green and red, respectively. The donor intensity increases after single
step acceptor photo-bleaching. Lower panel: The calculated FRET efficiency is shown in blue. C: Molecule-
wise FRET histogram of complexes on the H2B promoter: the TBP/DNA binary complex (blue), of the
preincubated TBP/DNA/Mot1 ternary complex before ATP addition (green) and after addition of 1mM ATP
to the ternary complexes (red). The ATP addition was performed in the same flow-chamber under the same
buffer conditions as the measurements of the ternary TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex. D: Molecule- wise FRET
histogram of complexes on the H2B promoter: the ternary preincubated TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex (green),
after addition of 1mM ATPγS (black) and after sequential addition of 1mM ATP (red).
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ulation (not shown in the fit for table 5.2) disappeared after additional sequential addition of 1 mM ATP.
The values from fitting the FRET histograms with a double-Gaussian distribution is given in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2.: Parameters of the normal-distributions obtained by fitting the molecule-wise FRET histogram shown
in Figure 5.3. µ and σ values are given in % of FRET. The relative amplitude of the Gaussian distribution A
is given in %

S1 S2

A µ σ A µ σ

TBP/DNA/Mot1 4 35 35 96 78 18
+ATPγS 76 21 17 24 32 35
+ATP 83 23 18 17 33 33

Since only TBP and the DNA are fluorescently labeled in these experiments, Mot1 binding cannot be
observed directly. The appearance of the high FRET population after preincubation with Mot1 strongly
suggests that the molecules with high FRET values are the ones which have Mot1 bound. However, the
molecules that remain at a low FRET efficiency before ATP addition or return to a low FRET efficiency
after ATP addition are not necessarily molecules without Mot1 bound. To determine whether bound
Mot1 is associated with a high FRET state, the following three-color experiment was performed. For this
experiment, in addition to labeled TBP and DNA, Mot1 was labeled with Alexa488. Since the presence
of Mot1 was determined by the fluorescence intensity and not FRET, is was sufficient to label Mot1
nonspecifically. The concentration of labeled Mot1 used for these single-molecule experiments was lower
than the concentration of unlabeled Mot1 in the previous Section. The concentration of labeled proteins
which can be added to the flow chamber is limited because any fluorescent label present in the solution
contributes to the background fluorescence despite the exponential decay of the evanescent excitation
field. Additionally, the amount of unspecific binding of labeled proteins to the surface increases with
increased protein concentration. The fluorescence was recorded using the same two-color TIRF setup
described in Chapter 2 but with an altered excitation scheme. The laser excitation switched every frame
between 488 nm and 532 nm. In the first frame, the fluorescence during 488 nm excitation from the
Alexa488 dyes was recorded in the green channel. In the next frame the excitation is switched to 532 nm
and the fluorescence from the Atto532 dye is recorded in the same green channel. The fluorescence of the
Atto647N dye due to FRET from the Atto532 dye is recorded in the red channel. This excitation scheme
is then repeated for the whole acquisition. The separation of the recorded fluorescence intensities is based
on the excitation scheme and is performed after acquisition in a MATLAB program (see Appendix A.5).

Complexes containing Mot1 were identified by the presence of fluorescence in the green channel after
488 nm excitation. Direct excitation of the Atto532 dye by 488 nm excitation was corrected for by
subtracting a fraction of the Atto532 fluorescence after 532 nm excitation from the fluorescence recorded
from illumination at 488 nm. The histogram of the FRET values between TBP and DNA is shown in
Figure 5.4.

There are two reasons for complexes not to fluoresce after 488 nm excitation. Either they don’t have
Mot1 bound or the Mot1 bound is not labeled due to limited labeling efficiency. In contrast to Figure
5.3B & C, the concentration of labeled Mot1 used in this experiment is not sufficient to form primarily
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Figure 5.4.: Three-color experiment with Alexa488 labeled Mot1, and Atto532/Atto647N labeled TBP and DNA.
A: Normalized histogram counts of frame-wise FRET between DNA and TBP of complexes containing
Alexa488 labeled Mot1. Blue: before addition of ATP. Red: after addition of 1mM ATP. B: Normalized
histogram counts of frame-wise FRET between DNA and TBP of complexes without detection of Alexa488
labeled Mot1. Blue: before addition of ATP. Red: after addition of 1mM ATP

ternary complex. As a result, a fraction of the binary TBP/DNA complexes are without bound Mot1 and
a small fraction of ternary complexes with unlabeled Mot1 were present in this experiment.

The complexes without a detectable fluorescence signal from the labeled Mot1 mainly populate the low
FRET state as shown in Figure 5.4B. As expected, the minor fraction of molecules in the high FRET
state disappears upon addition of 1 mM ATP. This fraction of molecules in the high FRET state is likely
complexes containing unlabeled Mot1 due to the limited labeling efficiency.

Complexes containing labeled Mot1 show two subpopulations in the FRET distribution as shown in
5.4A. After ATP addition, the relative amount of molecules in the high FRET conformation is reduced,
as expected from the two color experiments. However, after ATP addition molecules containing Mot1
with a low FRET efficiency are still observed.

To rule out that influences of the surface alter the interactions of the TBP with Mot1 and DNA, single-
molecule solution experiments were performed with a Multiparameter Fluorescence Detection (MFD)
setup. Samples were prepared as for the TIRF experiments and measured for sequential 2 hours periods.
The same increase in FRET efficiency upon preincubation with Mot1 was observed as shown in Figure
5.5. Upon ATP/ATPγS addition, the higher FRET components vanished.

Discussion

Preincubated surface-immobilized binary TBP/DNA and ternary TBP/DNA/Mot1 complexes are highly
stable and can be observed for hours. In contrast to ensemble measurements, where unbound DNA, TBP
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or Mot1 are present in solution, in this assay the function of individual isolated complexes is observed
without interaction with additional free proteins. The FRET values obtained here are sensitive to changes
in distance between the N-terminal half (position C61) of TBP with DNA downstream of the TATA-box
which makes this assay suitable to monitor the interaction between TBP and DNA. The majority of
molecules show static FRET values. This indicates that, in the majority of the complexes, TBP binds
stably and tightly to the TATA-box. The heterogeneity of the dynamic complexes suggests a diverse
spectrum of interactions between the TBP/DNA molecules. Experiments that are sensitive to the DNA
conformation alone (see Section 5.2.2) lack such heterogeneities, suggesting that TBP/DNA interactions
and not conformational changes of the DNA are the cause. The histogram of static FRET values of the
binary TBP/DNA complex can be fitted with a distribution of two Gaussians. An explanation for the
shoulder of the FRET distribution (State S2) in Figure 5.3 is that both TBP binding orientations have
slightly shifted FRET values as suggested previously [103] or a conformation where TBP binds at a
slightly shifted position with respect to the TATA-box. The molecules with this medium-FRET state
S2 (30 − 40%) are significantly less affected by Mot1 or ATP addition than the molecules in the high-
or low-FRET state S1, S3. This suggests that the Mot1 induced conformational change of TBP mainly
affects TBP bound in a certain state (in State S1 or S3). Although FRET was measured between TBP
and DNA, possible explanations for the increase in the FRET value should not be limited to protein/DNA
interactions. Possible explanations include that Mot1 binding rearranges TBP with respect to the TATA-
box or induces a conformational change within TBP. Another possibility is that Mot1 binding to the
upstream part of the TATA-box induces a conformation within the DNA which propagates through the
TATA-box and alters the TBP/DNA interaction. Rearrangement of TBP with respect to the DNA imply
that the TBP/DNA-interaction is altered and TBP would bind to a shifted TATA-box, which can change
the bending of the DNA [172]. The influence of Mot1 on the DNA conformation is investigated in
experiments described in 5.2.2.

In contrast to ensemble measurements where Mot1 ATPase activity dissociates TBP from DNA, in this
assay without free Mot1 in solution, no dissociation of TBP was observed but rather a significant decrease
in FRET efficiency. Both, ATP or ATPγS addition did decrease the FRET efficiency. This clearly shows
a functional ATPase activity of Mot1 upon ATP binding which does not cause TBP displacement. The
question that arises is what effect Mot1’s ATPase activity has on the TBP/DNA complex. The FRET
values measured between two labeling positions, (position C61 of TBP and the DNA downstream of
the TATA-box) before Mot1 and after ATP addition are very similar. However, this does not imply
that those complexes overall have the same structure. Although the three-color experiments described
here indicate that molecules adopting the low-FRET conformation can have Mot1 bound and that ATP
addition does not necessarily dissociate Mot1 from the binary complex. To illuminate the effects of
Mot1’s ATPase activity on bound TBP, the conformations of the DNA were investigated by measuring
the FRET efficiency of a double-labeled DNA, as described in the next section.

5.2.2. Modulation of the TATA-box conformation

Binding of TBP to the TATA-box induces a 9̃0° bent of the DNA as reported by X-ray crystallography
and in vitro studies [122, 134, 136, 137, 143, 145] as shown in Figure 5.1. It has been shown that the
transcription activity correlates with the bending angle [172]. A dsDNA which contains two fluorescence
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labels separated by 18 base pairs was used as a FRET sensor. The FRET labels are located up- and
downstream of the TATA-box (see Appendix A.3 for sequence) as illustrated in Figure 5.6.

The fluorescent labels were placed in the flanking regions of the TATA-box in such a way that they were
sensitive to bending within the TATA-box. The TBP used in these experiments was not fluorescently
labeled and hence the presence or binding state of TBP to the DNA could not be determined directly. In
contrast to the experiments described in section 5.2.1 where only complexes containing TBP are visible
and show FRET, the experiments described here do not contain this "intrinsic" selection for complexes
containing TBP. As a result, every immobilized DNA molecule, also molecules without bound TBP, are
analyzed.

Experiments and Results

The complex were allowed to be formed prior surface immobilization during a preincubation step. After
immobilization of the molecules to the surface of the flow chamber via a streptavidin-biotin bond, any
unbound molecules were removed by flushing the flow chamber with working buffer. The majority of
complexes ( 90%) analyzed showed static FRET values which are indistinguishable from DNA alone as
shown in Figure 5.7.

The dynamic of the remaining non-static double-labeled DNA molecules is homogeneous and exhibit
clear distinct states with stepwise transitions between them as shown in Figure 5.8. Previously it was
reported that binding and bending of TBP to the TATA-box takes place in a single step [143, 173]. The
results from the Group of Parkhurst support the model in which molecules with the same FRET values
as DNA alone are complexes without TBP bound.

Donor and acceptor intensities are anticorrelated while the total intensity (corrected for differences in the
detection efficiencies) is constant. This indicates that the different FRET values are due to changes in
the distance between donor and acceptor and not due to uncorrelated noise or changes in the properties
of the dye. It is obvious that the FRET values of this molecule show transitions between 3 distinct FRET
states. Each of these FRET states is a result of a distinct FRET pair separation and in turn conformation
of the DNA. The FRET states are "hidden" behind noise and the FRET values measured from each of
the FRET states have a distribution described by the emission function. Using a HMM analysis, the
underlying FRET states and their sequence were determined from the measured FRET values. The
frame-wise histogram of the FRET values for all molecules with dynamic behavior are shown in Figure
5.9A. Using the information obtained from the HMM analysis, a 2D-histogram of the FRET states before
and after transition can be composed as shown as the Transition Density Plot (TDP) in Figure 5.9B (see
Chapter 3.4). Each transition is superimposed as a 2D-Gaussian with a fixed width into the TDP. Distinct
clusters emerged when all transitions from dynamic molecules are plotted. It is obvious that the TDP
shown in Figure 5.9B contains transitions from two populations of molecules (P1 and P2). Starting from
any arbitrary FRET state, the molecule can only propagate through half of the transition clusters and no
transitions between the two populations can be observed. Using a selection tool, clusters of transitions
can be combined and the molecules which generated those transitions can be identified. Based on the
transition clusters within the TDP and this selection tool, those two populations of molecules can be
separated as shown by color codes in Figure 5.9D. The molecules in either of those two populations
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shows transitions between three states (S1, S2 and S3). The three FRET states for each population are
slightly shifted with respect to each other.
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Figure 5.5.: Burst Analysis of preincubated complexes. 2D histograms of FRET efficiency vs. lifetime τ for
Atto532 fluorescently labeled TBP. The relative amount of double-labeled complexes in comparison to de-
tected donor containing complexes were estimated by selecting the bursts based on stoichiometry and are
given in parenthesis. A: binary TBP/DNA complex with low FRET distribution ( 17%). B: TBP/DNA/Mot1
ternary complex with increased FRET ( 15%). C: after addition of 1 mM ATP ( 6%). D: after addition of
1mM ATPγS ( 4%). The deviation from the idealized lifetime vs. E curve (shown in red) indicates that the
low FRET state is quenched in the case of ATPγS addition
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Figure 5.6.: Illustration of TBP bound to a double-labeled DNA containing a TATA-box.
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Figure 5.7.: Molecules wise FRET histograms of static double-labeled DNA molecules for the different complexes.
The histograms are fitted with Gaussian distributions. The mean and the 95% confidence interval of the FRET
values are obtained from the fit. The confidence interval is derived from the standard error of the sample
mean (SEM). The values for the DNA, DNA/TBP, DNA/TBP/Mot1, DNA/TBP/TFIIA are 37, 74± 0, 49 %,
38, 07± 0, 39 %, 36, 77± 0, 89 %, 34, 81± 0, 49 %, respecively.
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Figure 5.8.: Intensity and FRET trace of a single surface immobilized DNA/TBP complex. Donor and acceptor
intensities are displayed in red and green, respectively. The total intensity is scaled by a factor of 1, 6 to best
fit in the axis window and is displayed in black. The FRET values are plotted in blue and the fitted HMM
states sequence in red (see Chapter 3.4 for details).
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Figure 5.9.: Conformational dynamics of the TBP/DNA complex observed by measuring changes in FRET of a
double-labeled dsDNA. A: A normalized frame-wise FRET histogram of the whole dynamic population (P1

+ P2). B: A transition Density Plot (TDP) of the whole dynamic population. Both populations P1 and P2 are
colored in green and blue, respectively. C: A schematic of the TBP/DNA complex. D: The frame-wise FRET
histogram of the two populations. The total areas under both histograms are normalized to 1.

The results of fitting the frame-wise FRET of the binary TBP/DNA complex is given in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3.: Parameters of the normal-distributions obtained by fitting the frame-wise FRET histogram of the
TBP/DNA complexes. µ and σ values are given in % of FRET. The relative area under the Gaussian dis-
tribution A is given in %.

S1 S2 S3

TBP/DNA A µ σ A µ σ A µ σ

P1 18 25 9 51 45 8 31 69 9
P2 21 32 10 39 59 7 40 76 7
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Similar results are obtained when this experiment is repeated with TFIIA present during preincubation
as shown in Figure 5.10. TFIIA is known to promote complex formation in one of the two binding
orientations of TBP with respect to the TATA-box [140, 141]. In contrast to the TBP/DNA complex
where only two populations of molecules were observed, in this case a third population P3 appears.
Molecules within this third population also exhibit three FRET states as shown in red in Figure 5.10B.
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Figure 5.10.: Conformational dynamics of the TBP/DNA/TFIIA complex observed by measuring changes in FRET
of a double-labeled dsDNA. A: A normalized frame-wise FRET histogram of the whole dynamic population
(P1 + P2 + P3). B: A transition Density Plot (TDP) of the whole dynamic population. Both populations P1,
P2 and P3 are colored in green, blue and red, respectively. C: A schematic of the TBP/DNA/TFIIA complex.
D: The frame-wise FRET histogram of the three populations. The total areas under all three histograms are
normalized to 1.

The results of fitting the frame-wise FRET of the TBP/TFIIA/DNA complex is given in Table 5.4.

In the case of complexes formed with an additional sequentially second preincubation step with Mot1,
again three populations were observed with each three states (see Figure 5.11).

The results of fitting the frame-wise FRET of the TBP/Mot1 complex after ATP addition is given in Table
5.5.
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Table 5.4.: Parameters of the normal-distributions obtained by fitting the frame-wise FRET histogram shown in
Figure 5.10 from the TBP/DNA/TFIIA. µ and σ values are given in % of FRET. The relative area under the
Gaussian distribution A is given in %.

S1 S2 S3

TBP/DNA A µ σ A µ σ A µ σ

P1 9 20 12 53 40 9 39 68 7
P2 11 29 10 48 56 7 41 75 6
P3 6 32 12 51 68 7 44 83 5

Table 5.5.: Parameters of the normal-distributions of TBP/DNA/Mot1 obtained by fitting the frame-wise FRET
histogram. µ and σ values are given in % of FRET. The relative area under the Gaussian distribution A is
given in %.

S1 S2 S3

TBP/DNA A µ σ A µ σ A µ σ

P1 15 27 9 39 45 9 46 69 7
P2 9 30 9 43 57 8 47 75 6
P3 51 34 11 44 60 6 5 80 6

The effect of adding 1 mM ATP to the ternary TBP/DNA/Mot1 complexes (without free Mot1 in solution)
are shown in Figure 5.12. The FRET states observed under those conditions are the same as observed
after TFIIA preincubation. Again, three populations (P1, P2, P3) with each three FRET states were
observed.

The results of fitting the frame-wise FRET of the TBP/Mot1/DNA complex after ATP addition is given
in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6.: Parameters of the normal-distributions obtained by fitting the frame-wise FRET histogram of the
TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex after ATP addition as shown in Figure 5.12. µ and σ values are given in % of
FRET. The relative area under the Gaussian distribution A is given in %.

S1 S2 S3

TBP/DNA A µ σ A µ σ A µ σ

P1 22 25 7 31 45 7 47 68 7
P2 11 30 11 38 56 6 50 74 6
P3 15 32 14 43 67 7 42 82 4

The relative amount of molecules in either population P1 or P2 cannot be judged from the area under the
states in the frame-wise histograms. Since the relative number of frames does not only depend on the
number of molecules but mainly on the transitions between the different FRET states and to some extend
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Figure 5.11.: Conformational dynamics of the TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex observed by measuring changes in FRET
of a double-labeled dsDNA. A: A normalized frame-wise FRET histogram of the whole dynamic population.
B: A transition Density Plot (TDP) of the whole dynamic population. The populations P1, P2 and P3 are
colored in green, blue and red, respectively. C: A schematic of the TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex. D: The frame-
wise FRET histogram of the populations. The total areas under all histograms are normalized to 1.

on the rate of photobleaching. Interestingly, the presence of TFIIA significantly increases the relative
amount of molecules within the population P2.

From the molecules with dynamic FRET behavior, a frame-wise histogram of the FRET values can be
composed (see Figure 5.9A). This FRET histogram is broadly distributed and the number of underlying
FRET states not visible. The knowledge about the population to which each molecule belongs allows a
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Figure 5.12.: Conformational dynamics of the TBP/DNA complex after 1 mM ATP addition observed by mea-
suring changes in FRET of a double-labeled dsDNA. A: A normalized frame-wise FRET histogram of the
whole dynamic population (P1 + P2 + P3). B: A transition Density Plot (TDP) of the whole dynamic pop-
ulation. Populations P1, P2 and P3 are colored in green, blue and red, respectively. C: A schematic of the
TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex. D: The frame-wise FRET histogram of the three populations. The total areas
under all histograms are normalized to 1.

separation of the molecules in both populations (e.g. Figure 5.9B). For each of the populations an individ-
ual frame-wise FRET histogram can be composed and the three individual FRET states become visible
(e.g. Figure 5.9D). To minimize the broadening of the histogram due to shot noise, the histogram can be
composed from the FRET states obtained by the HMM. The HMM is trained for every molecule locally
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Table 5.7.: Relative amount of molecules within each population for different measurement conditions
TBP/DNA TBP/DNA/TFIIA TBP/DNA/Mot1 TBP/DNA/Mot1 + ATP

P1 49% 19% 40% 44%
P2 51% 81% 60% 56%

and returns the optimized underlying FRET states of the individual FRET trace. For each population a
separate frame-wise histogram of the HMM FRET states can be composed as shown in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13.: Histogram of the FRET states of TBP/DNA binary complexes found by a HMM analysis. The two
subpopulations are color-coded in green and blue.

The distributions of the states are narrower due to the fact that the mean FRET value found by the HMM
is more precise than the individual frame-wise FRET values. The FRET distributions of the states found
by the HMM are fitted to a normal distribution (see Table 5.8).

Table 5.8.: Fit results of the state-wise FRET histogram for both populations of the TBP/DNA complex using a
Gaussian distribution. The error of the mean, ±, is given as 95% confidence limits. The relative area under
the Gaussian distribution A is given in %. The values, µ and σ are given in % of FRET.

S1 S2 S3

TBP/DNA A µ σ ± A µ σ ± A µ σ ±

P1 12 30.2 3.2 0.12 59 57.6 3.3 0.11 29 74.7 3.7 0.14
P2 12 23.5 4.2 0.16 55 45.4 3.6 0.09 33 69.2 3.8 0.15
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Discussion

In contrast to ensemble measurements where Mot1 liberates TBP from DNA, no dissociation could be
detected in the single-molecule experiments. Double-labeled DNA was used to investigate the effect
of Mot1 on the conformation of the TBP/DNA complex. The majority of the double-labeled DNA
molecules incubated with TBP, TBP/Mot1 or TBP/TFIIA exhibit static FRET indistinguishable from
the FRET values observed from DNA alone (see Figure 5.7). In the contrast to experiments in Sec-
tion 5.2.1, where FRET between TBP and DNA was measured, in this section only the DNA is labeled
and the unlabeled TBP is not directly visible. Since TBP binding induced conformational change of
the TATA-box is widely acknowledged, it is most likely that molecules showing the same FRET values
as DNA alone do not have TBP bound. After excluding the molecules without bound TBP, as deter-
mined from the FRET value, only highly dynamic TBP/DNA complexes remain. In contrast to results
published previously [144] where the formation of a stable highly bent TBP/DNA conformation was re-
ported, no complex with static high-FRET values could be observed. This is not surprising considering
that the previous results were obtained through ensemble measurements, which are not able to resolve
dynamic FRET. The dynamics of the TBP induced DNA bending was reported from two single-molecule
experiments [145, 174]. In one study, the TBP binding induced DNA bending was reported to involve
three dynamic conformations of DNA. The results were obtained by measuring the root mean square
displacement (RMSD) of a bead tethered to the surface by a TATA-box containing DNA [145]. From
10 molecules observed in this study, only one was shown to spend an extended time in a stably bent
conformation. The findings were interpreted in the framework of a static final bound TBP/DNA complex
as proposed by Parkhurst [144]. In the second study, TATA-box bending was monitored by smFRET
between the fluorescently labeled TBP and a label on the DNA upstream of the TATA-box. Six different
bending conformations were observed upon TBP binding.

For the TBP/DNA complex, two different populations of molecules could be identified based on transi-
tions between three FRET states. It was reported that TBP binds DNA in both binding orientations with
only modest affinity for the orientation shown in the crystal structures and that the preference of TBP
toward the preferred binding orientation is greatly increased by addition of TAIIF (from 64% to 84%)
[140]. The interpretation of the two populations as the two binding orientations of TBP is supported by
the relative amount of molecules in either population before and after TFIIA preincubaiton. The increase
in the binding specificity is perfeclty reflected in the shift of the relative amount of molecules observed
in this single-molecule experiment (see Table 5.7). This finding strongly suggests that the molecules be-
longing to population P1 are complexes where TBP is bound to the TATA-box in the inverted orientation
and that population II P2 are complexes where TBP is bound to the DNA in the preferred orientation, as
shown in the crystal structure [122].

An additional high FRET population, P3, was observed whenever an additional protein interacted with
the binary TBP/DNA complex. The population P3 has overlapping FRET states with the other two pop-
ulations P1 or P2. All the transition rates of the population P3 are comparable to the transition rates of
population P2 for Mot1 preincubation and to P1 in the case of TFIIA preincubation and ATP addition
to the TBP/Mot1/DNA complex (see Section 5.2.3 and Table 5.2.3). The γ-factors for population P3
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differ from the average γ-factor of the other two populations (〈γMot1〉 = 0, 65, γMot1 P3 = 0, 74 and
〈γTFIIA〉 = 0, 59, γTFIIA P3 = 0, 47 with a 95% confidence interval < 0.03 ). The chromophores were
located 3 base pairs up- and 5 bp down-stream of the TATA-box with a total separation of 18 base pairs.
The presence of an additional bound protein can interfere with the dyes when the complex is in a specific
conformation. One possible explanation is a protein/dye interaction which alters the φA- and in turn the
γ-factor of one of the FRET state. The dynamic γ-correction used for dynamic FRET traces assumes a
constant γ-factor throughout the trace. A slightly shifted γ-factor for one of the three states would not be
detectable but could cause a slight shift in the FRET value of one of the states. The molecules with one
slightly shifted FRET state would be identified as an additional population within the TDP plot.

The observed FRET states Si of the DNA within each population (P1, P2 and P3 ) do not change upon
addition of Mot1 or TFIIA. However, the relative number of molecules within each population and the
transition rates between the states do change. As a result, the observed ensemble FRET value can change
despite the fact that the individual FRET states stay the same (see Chapter 5.3).

During the time window of observation3, the orientation of TBP on the DNA is conserved. Neither
TFIIA nor Mot1 were able to directly invert the binding orientation of TBP. The increase in the number
of TBP/DNA complexes with the preferred binding orientation in the presence of TFIIA can be explained
by two mechanisms. Either the binding affinity or the stability of the binary TBP/DNA complex is mod-
ulated by TFIIA (see Section 5.2.3). The results from this section support a model in which the inversion
of TBP binding orientation requires TBP dissociation and rebinding.

The three FRET states within each of the subpopulations reflect different DNA conformations. Binding
of TBP to the DNA and bending of the DNA involves local strand unwinding, twisting and tilting of
the DNA in three dimensions, as observed in the crystal structure. The specification of a quantitative
model for the conformations involved would require more information than can be obtained from a
single spFRET measurement alone. Despite the complexity of the bending process, the different FRET
efficiencies observed from a double-labeled DNA can be interpreted by a simple DNA model [143]. The
three FRET states, S1-S3, observed for either binding orientation can be interpreted in the framework
of a simple one dimensional model of DNA. The DNA conformations are labeled with increasing FRET
efficiency from S1 for the lowest efficiency over S2 to the highest efficiency state S3. The changes in
the FRET values can be interpreted as kinks in the DNA (based on the two-kink model [172, 143]).
The transitions between the different FRET values can be interpreted as the dynamics of bending (for
details see Appendix A.2). Using the FRET values from Table 5.8, the conformations of the TATA-
box containing DNA are illustrated in Figure 5.14 based a the two-kink model for the DNA. From the
TDP plots (see Figures 5.9-5.12B), it is obvious that the three FRET states within each population are
connected linearly. In other words, no transition between the highest and the lowest FRET value are
observed, only "nearest-neighbor-transitions" occur.

The FRET values measured in ensemble experiments for e.g. the TBP/DNA binary complex are the FRET
values, averaged over both populations and depend not only on the eight rates between the six different

3The average observation time for the TBP/DNA complex was 5.8 s
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Figure 5.14.: Illustration of the different angles of TBP induced DNA bending. For the population P2, the bending
angles calculated with a two-kink model are: 68° and 96° for the intermediate and the maximum bent state,
respectively. The FRET value of the lowest bent state is lower than the FRET value of the DNA alone and
can’t be interpreted with this simplified model. This is attributed to DNA unwinding.

states but also on the relative number of molecules found in each of those populations. A change in the
ensemble measured FRET value of a double-labeled DNA containing TBP does not necessarily mean
that the FRET value and in turn the bending of DNA changed. The results in this Section show that
interaction of TFIIA and Mot1 with the TBP/DNA complex does not change the bending of the DNA.
The influence of Mot1/TFIIA on the dynamics of the transitions between the different conformational
states is described in the next section.

5.2.3. Kinetic of TATA-box bending

To gain insight into the dynamics of the transitions between the different DNA conformations, the rates
of the transitions need to be analyzed. Applying a HMM analysis to the FRET traces not only provides
information about the FRET values of the individual states, but also about their dwell times. Kinetic
information about the transitions were extracted based on the TDP plot as shown in Figure 5.15. Within
the TDP plot, a cluster of transition was selected with an elliptical selection tool.

All transitions within the region of the selection tool were used to compose a dwell time histogram. The
dwell time histogram of each cluster of transitions was fitted to a mono-exponential decay to obtain the
rate for a particular transition as shown in Figure 5.16.

Applying this analysis to all transitions for both subpopulations, all transition rates were obtained as
given in Table 5.10 and 5.9 (see Appendix A.6 for individual fits).

Using a three state linear model each of the three FRET states is interpreted as a distinct DNA confor-
mation, the transition rates are visualized in Figure 5.17 and 5.18.

The rates for the additional high-FRET states in the case of ATP addition and TFIIA/Mot1 preincubation
are shown in Figure 5.18

The relative occupancy, as indicated by color coding in Figure 5.17 & 5.18 is based on the kinetic rates
obtained from the fits. If the forward and backward rate are similar in magnitude, the relative occupancy
is less sensitive to the errors in the determination of individual rates. However, if the magnitude of the
rates differ significantly, errors will have a stronger effect on the calculated occupancy.
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Figure 5.15.: Transition Density Plot (TDP) of TBP/DNA binary complexes. Subpopulations are color coded in
green and blue. A cluster of transitions is selected with an elliptical selection tool shown in red
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Figure 5.16.: Dwell time of the FRET state of the DNA/TBP complexes in population I. Upper panel: Histogram
and monoexponential fit of the dwell times from the selection shown in Figure 5.15. Lower panel: Residuals
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Table 5.9.: Transition rates of molecules in the population P1. Transition rates are given in s−1. Rates are obtained
from a monoexponential fit of the dwell time histograms (see Appendix A.6 for fits and confidence intervals).
The error is given as standard deviation of the rates from randomly chosen subsets of molecules in the same
state.

Sstart → Sstop TBP ± TFIIA ± Mot1 ± +ATP ±
S1 → S2 16 5.9 7 0.9 11 5.2 10 1.3
S2 → S1 41 1.1 53 6.7 36 7.2 62 4.6
S2 → S3 25 1.1 22 0.8 16 0.9 29 0.6
S3 → S2 12 1.9 7 0.8 9 1.9 10 2.9

Table 5.10.: Transition rates of molecules in the population P2. Transition rates are given in s−1. Rates are
obtained from a monoexponential fit of the dwell time histograms. The error is given as standard deviation of
the rates from randomly chosen subsets of molecules in the same state.

Sstart → Sstop TBP ± TFIIA ± Mot1 ± +ATP ±
S1 → S2 13 2,3 10.92 0,9 12 1,9 14 3,0
S2 → S1 15 0,6 15.74 12 29 9 32 4,5
S2 → S3 13 0,3 7.91 3,0 10 8 11 0,8
S3 → S2 7 1,2 4.68 0,3 6 1,2 7 0,6

Table 5.11.: Transition rates of molecules in the population P3. Transition rates are given in s−1. Rates are
obtained from a monoexponential fit of the dwell time histogram of the transition start state Sstart. The error
is given as standard deviation of the rates from randomly chosen subsets of molecules in the same state.

Sstart → Sstop +ATP ± TFIIA ± Mot1 ±
S1 → S2 19 5,5 11 0,1 10 1,7
S2 → S1 38 8,4 11 0,2 35 7
S2 → S3 12 1,9 6 0,1 16 2,6
S3 → S2 6 1,5 4 0,6 12 2,2
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Figure 5.17.: Schematic representations of the kinetic rates for both binding orientations (population I and II)
under different experimental conditions. Individual rates are coded by line thickness. The relative occupancy
of each state is color coded and calculated based on the rates assuming equilibrium conditions. Within each
binding orientation (P1 and P2) three FRET states (S1,S2,S3) are observed. The transition rates kij from the
state Si to the state Sj are obtained by fitting the state dwell times of state Si as a single-exponential decay.

Figure 5.18.: Additional populations P3 in the case of TFIIA, Mot1 or ATP addition to the TBP/DNA/Mot1
complex. Individual rates are coded by line thickness. The relative occupancy of each state is color coded and
calculated based on the rates assuming equilibrium conditions. Three FRET states (S1,S2,S3) are observed.
The transition rates kij from the state Si to the state Sj are obtained by fitting the state dwell times of state
Si as a single-exponential decay.
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Discussion

TBP binding to the TATA-box is a highly dynamic process involving three DNA conformations. The
transitions between the three conformations are next-neighboring transitions as visible from the TDP
plot. The three FRET efficiencies of each population can be interpreted as three DNA conformations.
Based on a linear three step model, the transition rates obtained from the HMM analysis can be used to
compare the different experimental conditions measured for the different TBP binding orientations.

From the transition rates it becomes clear that the effect of Mot1, TFIIA and ATP binding to Mot1 is
TBP orientation specific. The rate between the intermediate S2 and lowest bent S1 conformation is
strongly affected for the inverted TBP binding orientation. Preincubation with TFIIA or addition of ATP
to the Mot1/TBP/DNA complex drastically increases the transition rate from state S2 to state S1 while
preincubation with Mot1 does the opposite.

Previously it was reported that TFIIA promotes the formation of TBP/DNA complexes in the orientation
observed in the crystal structure [140]. In principle, TFIIA can use two mechanisms to modulate binding
specificity: orientation specific modulation of either the on- or off-rate for binding. The change in the
relative number of molecules in either population supports a model in which the minimal bent state
S1 is also the state with the lowest TBP/DNA complex stability and that TFIIA increases TBP binding
specificity by destabilizing TBP bound in the wrong orientation.

The strongest increase of rates is observed for the S2 to S1 transition after ATP addition to the TBP/DNA/Mot1
complex. As observed in the previous sections, TBP does not dissociate from the TATA-box. The rate
from state S2 to the S1 state for inverted bound TBP/Mot1 complex after ATP addition is the fastest rate
observed in this assay. This observation supports the model in which Mot1’s ATPase activity is a TBP
binding orientation specific destabilization of the TBP/DNA complex.

So far, no dissociation of TBP from the TATA-box could be observed. From the transition rates, it can
be concluded that the ATPase activity of Mot1 promotes the formation of a linearized conformation of
the DNA. The interaction of this primed TBP/Mot1/DNA complex with additional Mot1 molecules is
investigated in the following section.

5.2.4. Dissociation of TBP from the TATA-box

From in vitro experiments, it was reported that Mot1’s ATPase activity directly dissociates TBP from
DNA [161, 171, 165]. However, in the experiments described in the previous sections, no dissociation
of TBP from the TATA-box could be observed. The influence of Mot1/TFIIA is reflected in the change
of the transitions rates for the highly dynamic TBP/DNA complex as reported in Section 5.2.2. To ver-
ify the dissociation activity of Mot1 on a single-molecule level, the binding of single TBP molecules
to the TATA-box under the influence of Mot1 was observed. The binding of TBP to DNA was moni-
tored by measuring the fluorescence intensities of the fluorescently labeled TBP molecules. As long as
fluorescence could be observed, the TBP was assumed to be bound to the DNA. Disappearance of the
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fluorescence signal after ATP addition can be due to two factors: photobleaching (see Appendix A.4)
or dissociation of TBP from the DNA. The rate for photobleaching of a donor molecule depends on the
time that a donor molecule spends in the excited state and in turn on the FRET value. From the experi-
ments in Section 5.2.1, we know that ATP addition induces a significant change in the FRET efficiency
and in turn will alter the rate of donor bleaching. To avoid any influence of FRET on the rate of donor
photobleaching, TBP was labeled as acceptor in the experiments described in this section.

Experiments and Results

The preincubated ternary complex, TBP/Mot1/DNA, were immobilized at the surface and unbound com-
plexes were washed away by flushing with buffer. This washing step was performed with working buffer
and removed free Mot1 from the sample chamber. In contrast to ensemble measurements, where unbound
TBP and Mot1 are omnipresent, in this experiment two different initial conditions can be established. The
experiment can be performed without any residual protein in solution by removing them with a flushing
step or by adding Mot1 to the buffer that is used to add ATP. This way a reproducible amount of unbound
Mot1 is added to the reaction chamber. The different experimental conditions are illustrated in Figure
5.19.

Prior to each dissociation experiment, the characteristic photobleaching time was determined4. This Time
Before Disappearance (TBD) was used to account for photobleaching and to identify any additional
contributions to the disappearance of the fluorescence.

The experiment was prepared in such a way that the recording was started before addition of ATP to the
flow chamber and care was taken that ATP addition did not cause focus drift. The effect of ATP addition
to a sample preparation in the flow chamber can only be recorded once per ATP addition. This limits the
number of molecules which are available for the analysis. The number of molecules available for analysis
was increased by doubling the field of view and recording the fluorescence from the red channel only.
The first 10 frames were recorded during excitation of the Atto532 labeled DNA with 532 nm light. The
fluorescence recorded in the red channel during this first 10 frames was due to FRET between the donor
labeled DNA and the acceptor labeled TBP. This first 10 frames were used to identify the complexes
where TBP was bound to the TATA-box. Only molecules where fluorescence in the red channel due to
FRET could be observed, where selected for analysis. After the first 10 frames and before ATP addition
the excitation was switched to 647 nm.

The decay in the number of TBP/Mot1/DNA complexes over time for both addition schemes (ATP ±
Mot1) are shown in Figure 5.20. The frames before ATP addition are removed and the decay normalized.

The previous experiment was repeated but without Mot1 preincubation. The binary TBP/DNA complexes
were immobilized and ATP together with Mot1 added. No significant dissociation could be observed as
shown in Figure 5.21.

4Significant variations of the photobleaching time between different flow chambers were observed, which makes an individual
calibration necessary.
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Figure 5.19.: Illustration of the Mot1-catalyzed TBP-DNA dissociation. A: Reaction scheme without free Mot1
in solution by removing any unbound proteins by flushing with buffer prior to ATP addition. B: Reaction
scheme with Mot1 by flushing the reaction chamber with a Mot1 and ATP containing
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Figure 5.20.: Kinetics of Mot1-catalyzed TBP-DNA dissociation measured by the decay of number of fluorescent
molecules. Left: addition of 1mM ATP to DNA/TBP/Mot1 ternary complexes. The red curve shows the
decay of number of fluorescent molecules due to photobleaching (without ATP), the blue curve shows the
decay in the number of fluorescent molecules after ATP addition. Right: same experiment as before but with
the addition of 1 mM ATP together with 3.4 nm Mot1.
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Figure 5.21.: Kinetics of Mot1-catalyzed TBP-DNA dissociation measured by the decay of number of fluorescent
molecules. Addition of 1 mM ATP together with 3.4 nm Mot1 to preincubated binary TBP/DNA complexes.
In contrast to Figure 5.20 no significant dissociation is observed if TBP is not preincubated with Mot1.

The results were fitted to a mono-exponential decay. The rates obtained from the experiments with ATP
and Mot1 addition were corrected by subtracting the rate of photobleaching. The resulting rate was
measured as a function of ATP concentration as shown in Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22.: Dependency of the TBP dissociation rate as function of ATP concentration.

Discussion

The Mot1 ATPase activity does not directly dissociate TBP from DNA when no free Mot1 is available
in solution. TBP is liberated only in the presence of free Mot1 in solution. The results of these experi-
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ments are in agreement with in vitro experiments where TBP displacement by Mot1 ATPase activity was
demonstrated [161]. The important difference between previous ensemble measurements and the single-
molecule data is the presence or absence of free Mot1 in solution. The rate of the TBP dissociation
is ATP and Mot1 concentration dependent. The lack of TBP dissociation could be a result of insuffi-
cient Mot1 binding during the preincubation. This can be ruled out since Mot1 readily binds the binary
TBP/DNA complex as shown in Figure 5.3, where the majority of molecules undergo a conformational
change during Mot1 preincubation.

Whether or not the complexes after ATP addition (without free Mot1 in solution) still have Mot1 bound
cannot be judged from these experiments alone. Two lines of evidence support a model in which Mot1 is
still bound to the TBP/DNA complex after ATP addition: In the experiments with double-labeled DNA
(see Section 5.2.2), an altered DNA dynamic after ATP addition was observed, suggesting that Mot1 is
still present after ATP addition and, in the three-color experiments (see Figure 5.4), Mot1 could still be
detected after ATP addition.

The differences in Mot1 ATPase activity for experiments with and without free Mot1 in solution can be
explained by two models: Mot1 dissociates TBP from the TBP/binary complex during ATPase activity
with a low efficiency. In this framework, with only ATP in the solution, Mot1 has only one round of
ATPase hydrolysis to liberate TBP. Rebinding or binding of another Mot1 molecule is very unlikely due
to the low local concentration of Mot1 molecules available at the prism surface. If Mot1 is supplied in the
solution together with ATP, repeated rebinding is possible and, despite the low dissociation efficiency,
TBP liberation becomes possible. An other possibility is that the ATPase activity of Mot1 does not
dissociate TBP from DNA but rather modulates and weakens the binding. In this model, Mot1 does not
necessary need to be displaced from TBP to explain the lack of TBP dissociation activity. If additional
Mot1 is available in solution, it dissociates TBP by interactions with the "primed" TBP/DNA complex. In
this model, Mot1 has two distinct functions, modulation of the TBP/DNA conformation and dissociation
of the primed TBP/DNA complex. It is important to note that, in this model, more than one Mot1
molecule is required for TBP liberation.
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5.3. Discussion

Several models have been proposed for how Mot1 dissociates TBP from the TATA-box. The proposed
models include direct displacement of TBP by translocation of Mot1 along the DNA [171], indirect dis-
placement by modulations of the interactions of TBP with DNA [160] or a combination of both [166].
These models explain how Mot1 liberates TBP from DNA and in turn gene repression. However, these
models have difficulties in explaining the role of Mot1 in gene up-regulation [165]. As a general frame-
work for how Mot1 is able to up-regulate gene expression, it was proposed that Mot1’s ATPase activity
liberates transcriptional inactive TBP and in turn redistributes TBP along DNA [157, 159, 167]. How-
ever, little is known about the details of this mechanism - how and if this mechanism is TBP binding
orientation specific.

Based on the dissociation experiments in Section 5.2.3, two models of Mot1’s ATPase activity can be
proposed: Either, Mot1 is inefficient in TBP removal and requires several rounds of ATP hydrolysis
[165] or Mot1 displaces TBP in a two step mechanism where the first step is the formation of a "primed"
conformation and in the second step, this primed TBP is liberated upon interaction with an additional
Mot1 molecule, as illustrated in Figure 5.23.

Figure 5.23.: Schematics of Mot1 induced TBP dissociation. Mot1 binds to the binary TBP complex and forms a
stable ternary TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex. This binding step induces a conformational change in the TBP/DNA
interactions. Addition of ATP "primes" the complex in a linearized DNA conformation. Complexes where
TBP is bound in the inverted binding orientation are the primary target for priming. Addition of Mot1 together
with ATP liberates TBP from the DNA in an ATP and Mot1 dependent manner
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Several lines of evidence support the model shown in Figure 5.23: The results from the experiments in
Section 5.2.1 indicate that Mot1 is still bound to the TBP/DNA complex after ATP binding. Since ATP
is available in excess in the solution, Mot1 bound to the TBP/DNA complex can undergo several rounds
of ATP hydrolysis without TBP displacement. The addition of Mot1 together with ATP to TBP/DNA
complexes did not yield significant dissociation (see Figure 5.21), supporting the model in which the
presence of a primed TBP/DNA complex is required for TBP dissociation.

The nature of the primed conformation was investigated with the experiments described in Section 5.2.2
where the TBP induced dynamics of the TATA-box was analyzed. The two binding orientations of TBP to
the TATA-box were identified based on the transitions between the DNA conformations. Interestingly, the
binding orientation of TBP is conserved during the time window of observation (15 s). This suggests that
inversion of TBP’s binding orientation (by TFIIA) requires the dissociation and rebinding of individual
TBP molecules.

The DNA shows transitions between three different conformations for each binding orientation. Using a
HMM model, the FRET states and the transition rates between them could be determined. The influence
of ATP addition to the TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex is strongly TBP orientation specific. These changes are
not changes in FRET values but changes in the rates between the different FRET states. Mot1’s ATPase
activity, similar to the effect of preincubation with TFIIA, promotes straightening of the DNA. In the
case of TFIIA, the formation of complexes where TBP is bound in the inverted binding orientation is
suppressed.

This findings can be explained with a model in which the linearized conformation of the DNA state S1

is a destabilized TBP/DNA conformation prone to dissociation. Since the effects of ATP addition is the
strongest for the inverted binding orientation of TBP, these molecules are expected to dissociate faster
from the TATA-box. This model is supported by an in vivo study of the interaction of the URA1 gene
with Mot1. It was suggested that Mot1 up-reagulates transcription by liberating TBP bound in the tran-
scriptionally inactive reversed-binding orientation [175].

To investigate how well the rates from the model can reproduce the measured ensemble FRET values,
an ensemble FRET value of the model was calculated based on the relative occupancy in each of the
three states, assuming equilibrated states and constant rates. The average FRET value for the individual
populations was calculated by the weighting the measured FRET values of the states with the relative
occupancies and is given in Table 5.12.

The model correctly reproduces the observation that the population P1 has a lower FRET efficiency than
the state P2 under all measuring conditions. The observation that the FRET efficiency of the DNA in the
P1 population is lowered and in P2 population is increased after ATP addition to the TBP/DNA/Mot1
complex compared to the TBP/DNA complex is consistent with our model. However, the model overes-
timates the FRET values of P2 and underestimates those of P1. This is mainly due to the fact that P1 is
populated less often as predicted by the model, which can have several explanations. One possible reason
is the limited accuracy in determining the relative occupancy of the FRET states due to uncertainties in
determination of the rates. The divergence between modeled and measured FRET is larger when the
difference of the back and forward rates are larger. The precision in determine the rates is limited by the
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Table 5.12.: Measured and calculated averaged FRET values of population P1, P2, P3. The calculated FRET
values are based on the occupancy obtained from the rates in the 3 state model. The values are given in % of
FRET.

calculated measured

P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3

TBP/DNA 45 61 53 59
TBP/DNA/TFIIA 35 63 59 49 60 72
TBP/DNA/Mot1 41 59 47 54 63 48
+ATP 38 63 58 51 61 68

ability of the HMM to find the correct transitions. The bigger the difference in the rates Si → Sj and
Sj → Si, the larger will be the influence of precision of the rates on the calculation of the relative occu-
pancy. Another possible reason for the differences between the prediction of the model and the measured
data could be that there are more states involved in the system than accounted for in the model. These
additional states could have the same or similar FRET values which are not distinguishable. The transi-
tions from state S3 to state S2 (see Appendix A.6) for all populations deviate from a single exponential
decay which could suggest that state S3 consists of two substates, which are not distinguishable by FRET
alone. The complexity of the model was limited to 6 FRET states with 8 rates (only counting populations
P1 and P2) because of the number of unknown parameters involved in the TBP binding process. Four
color FRET experiments with labeled DNA, TBP and Mot1 will provide additional information about
the conformation and composition of the complexes and can be used to identify subpopulations and to
refine the model.

A comparison of the single-molecule FRET values to FRET values obtained from ensemble measure-
ments is difficult because of the different measuring conditions and the lack of γ-factor correction for
individual molecules. However, the average FRET values of all dynamic molecules can be calculated
and are given in Table 5.13.

Table 5.13.: Mean FRET values for all dynamic molecules measured from different complexes. The average is
calculated once with γ correction and once with setting the γ-factor to 1. The values are given in % of FRET.

γ-corrected γ = 1

TBP/DNA 51 52
TBP/DNA/TFIIA 47 59
TBP/DNA/Mot1 55 47
+ATP 58 47

A relative decrease in the mean FRET efficiency in the case of Mot1 preincubation compared to TBP/DNA
alone is seen when the γ-factor is not corrected. This suggests that the decrease is due to changes in the
physical properties of the dye and not due to an actual change in the FRET efficiency. The average FRET
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efficiency after ATP addition to the TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex increases mainly due to the appearance of
the population P3 (the mean FRET efficiency of the population P1 is decreased relative to TBP/DNA and
TBP/Mot1 after ATP addition).

It is important to note that the model is based on a minimal, three-step process and a complete complex
formation is assumed. Even in the case of partial complex formation, this model provides a basis for de-
termining changes in rates and serves as a framework to understand the function of Mot1. The particular
measuring conditions provided by single-molecule experiments, the absence of free Mot1 in solution and
the possibility to separate individual populations, gives specific and novel insight into the mechanism of
Mot1 ATPase activity.



6. Summary and Outlook

To understand the complexity of biological processes, single-molecule methods and nano-biotechnological
probes are required to characterize interactions on a molecular scale. In this work, Total Internal Reflec-
tion (TIRF) Microscopy methods were implemented, optimized and used to study protein-DNA interac-
tions and to characterize nanodevices.

In the first project, the interactions of TBP, DNA and Mot1 were monitored by single-pair FRET (spFRET).
The dynamics of the FRET signal observed by single-molecule experiments contains information about
different conformations and the transitions between them. Using a HMM approach to analyze the dynam-
ics of TBP binding that induces DNA bending, populations with different binding orientations of TBP to
the TATA-box could be identified. Each TBP binding orientation is associated with three highly dynamic
DNA conformations. The effect of Mot1’s ATPase activity on the TBP/DNA complex is strongly specific
to the TBP binding orientation. In the inverted binding orientation, Mot1 promotes a linearization of the
TATA-box containing DNA by increasing the rate of transition to the unbent conformation. Interestingly,
the conformations (as identified by their FRET values) do not change, only the rates of the transitions
between them changes. The observation of an ATP dependent change in the dynamics of the TBP/DNA
complex without liberation of TBP suggests the formation TBP/DNA complex "primed" for dissocia-
tion. In contrast to the observation in ensemble measurements, where Mot1 completely liberates TBP
from DNA, no dissociation was observed in the single-molecule experiments. Only when free Mot1 in
nM concentrations was available in solution with the ATP during adittion, could TBP dissociation be
observed. These findings are in perfect agreement with the model proposed in this work in which Mot1’s
ATP activity induces a primed TBP/DNA conformation which requires the interaction with an additional
Mot1 molecule for TBP liberation. This observation serves as a basis to study the nature of the interac-
tion of the primed TBP/DNA complex with additional molecules such as NC2 [176, 177, 178]. While
the role of Mot1 in gene repression is readily explained by the liberation of TBP from the TATA-box, the
specificity of Mot1’s activity to the binding orientation of TBP provides a model to understand the role
of Mot1 in gene up-regulation. The findings in this work support the hypothesis that displacement of
inverted bound TBP is one function of Mot1 in gene activation in vivo by promoting the PIC formation
through liberation of transcriptionally inactive bound TBP [175]. To further expand the methods de-
scribed in this work and to gather knowledge about the molecular basis of life, future developments are
required. One possibility for increasing the information obtained from single-molecule experiments is to
apply a combination of multi-parameter fluorescence techniques (e.g. 4-color TIRF, MFD) and increased
positioning/analysis accuracy (e.g. NPS) with information theory based analysis (HMM).

In the second project, DNA was used as a scaffold to position different fluorophores with nanometer
accuracy. A photo-switchable nanodevice was created that could be tracked in live cells. Dronpa, a photo-
switchable fluorescent protein, was positioned within FRET-distance of a synthetic dye. By optically
switching Dronpa between a fluorescent darkstate and a brightstate, the energy transfer (FRET) between
the protein and the dye can be switched on and off. The physical characteristics of DNA were used
to build optically addressable nanodevices which have dimensions ideal for probing cellular processes.
The implementation of OLID could be used to simultaneously track (with enhanced contrast) and probe
(e.g. pH) labeled proteins in live cells. With the development of new genetically encoded fluorescent
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proteins, this track-and-probe mechanism could be expanded to measure additional parameters in live-
cells. Additionally, the use of OLID in combination with self assembled nanodevices could lead the way
to optical read-out and active control of next-generation nano-machinery.
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Appendices

A.1. Protein labeling

For the experiments presented here, we used TBP from yeast with Cys - Ala mutations at positions 78 and
164 and a Ser - Cys mutation at position 61, kindly provided by Tony Weil and Professor Jens Michaelis.
The labeling was performed as described in [18] and following the instructions of the dye manufacturer.

A.2. Bending angle calculation

Using a symmetric two-kink model shown in Figure A.1, the FRET values can be used to calculate the
bending angles [172, 143].

Figure A.1.: Schematics of two-kink model for DNA bending

The length ofL2 =20.4 nm is given by the number of base pairs of the TATA-box. The distances between
the donor and acceptor molecule obtained by FRET are Rfree for the free unbent DNA and Rbound for
the DNA bound and bent by TBP.

α = 2 ∗ cos−1
Rbound − L2

Rfree − L2
(A.1)

A.3. DNA Sequences

The sequence of the DNA used to measure the conformation of the binary TBP/DNA complex is:

Biotin - 5’ CTTCACCTTA TTTGCATAAG CGATTCTATA TAAAAGCGCC
XTGTCATACC CTGCTCACGC TGTTTTTCCT TTTCGTTGGC
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where X labels the position of the fluorophore.

The sequence of the double-labeled DNA used to measure the conformation of the DNA is:

Biotin - 5’ CTTCACCTT ATTTGCATAA GCGATTCTAT ATAAAAGCGC
CXCGCTCTA CCCTGCTCAC GCTGTTTTTC CTTTTCGTTGGC -3’

with the complimentary strand:

3’ - GAAGTGGAAT AAACGTATTC GCYAAGATAT ATTTTCGCGG
AGCGAGATGG GACGAGTGC GACAAAAAGG AAAAGCAACCG-5’

where X and Y labels the position of the fluorophores.

A.4. Influence of FRET on photo-bleaching

The influence of FRET on the Time Before Bleaching (TBB) is shown in Figure A.2 and can be corrected
by accounting for the FRET value of every molecule. Two populations of double-labeled molecules, with
different donor-acceptor separations, were mixed and surface-immobilized.
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Figure A.2.: The influence of FRET on the time before bleaching. Left: Molecular wise FRET histogram. Individ-
ual molecules are separated, based on their average FRET value, into high- and low-FRET population shown
in blue and red, respectively. Center: Cumulative dwell-time histogram for both populations with rates of
k = 0.095s−1 and k = 0.127s−1 for the high- and low-FRET population. Right: Cumulative dwell-time
histogram for both populations after correction for FRET with rates of k = 0.141s−1 and k = 0.139s−1 for
the high- and low-FRET populations.

The time before bleaching τ0 in the absence of a FRET acceptor can be calculated from the average
FRET value Eavg and the measured time before bleaching τE in the presence of the acceptor is given by:

τ0 = τE (1− Eavg)) (A.2)
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Figure A.3.: Intensity and FRET trace for a complex with labeled TBP and labeled DNA. The FRET values shown
in blue change continuously to lower values.

A.5. Trace Intensity Analysis

The Trace Intensity Analysis (TRACY) toolbox was programmed in MATLAB and used to perform fol-
lowing tasks:

1. Extract single-molecule intensity trajectories (ALEX, TIRF, single color,...) from image stacks

2. Selection of time window with meaningful fluorescence intensities for each molecule

3. Fluorescence intensity corrections

4. Identification of molecular subpopulation and statistical analysis

All functions described in this section can be accessed through the graphical user interface GUI in the
TRACY program (see screenshot shown in Figure A.4). Each molecule can be "tagged" with a user
defined property. The list of "tags" can be user modified by the "ADD" and "DELETE" button. In the
main window the trace intensities and the calculated FRET values are displayed in two separat windows.
The control over which information to display (e.g. background, total intensity, HMM) is located below
the tag list. The FRET histogram of the current molecule is displayed in the frame-wise histogram in the
lower left corner.

The analysis of the intensity and FRET traces is performed in the Trace Histogram Analysis (THA) GUI.
Population of molecules can be selected based on their tags and imported into THA. Display options
include frame-wise or molecule-wise FRET histograms, cumulative or regular dwell-time histograms
and intensity based histograms as shown in Figure A.6. Each histogram can be fitted with either mono-,
bi- or trippel- exponential or Gaussian distribution. The fit can be applied to each data set individually or
user-defined models can be fitted globally across datasets as shown in Figure A.5.
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Figure A.4.: Screenshot of the main GUI of TRACY.

Figure A.5.: Screenshot of the global fitting function within the Trace Histogram Analysis GUI in TRACY for a 4
well model for two data sets. The parameters of individual datasets are listed as rows and the parameters as
columns. Each parameter can be fixed to an initial value of set to be optimized globally.
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Figure A.6.: Screenshot of the Trace Histogram Analysis GUI in TRACY.
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A.6. TDP kinetic rates fits

The dwell time histograms of the individual states Si before the transitions into another state Sj are
shown in this Section. The forward and backward transitions between two states are show in one Figure.
The normalized decays are fitted with the mono-exponential function f(x) = e(−kt).
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Figure A.7.: Dwell times and mono-exponential fits for the transitions of the TBP/DNA complex. The fitting
parameters and the 95% confidence intervals are given in the figure legend
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Figure A.8.: Dwell times and mono-exponential fits for the transitions of the TBP/DNA/TFIIA complex. The
fitting parameters and the 95% confidence intervals are given in the figure legend
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Figure A.9.: Dwell times and mono-exponential fits for the transitions of the TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex. The fitting
parameters and the 95% confidence intervals are given in the figure legend
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Figure A.10.: Dwell times and mono-exponential fits for the transitions of the TBP/DNA/Mot1 complex after ATP
addition. The fitting parameters and the 95% confidence intervals are given in the figure legend
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